Ho Local restaurant to reopen
JO'S on weekend nights, p. 5

Drunk students learn the hard
Driving way, p. 16

Ram Women's basketball team
Jam losses to VCU, p. 21
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. n the religion of pleasure, each finds his own Mecca. For
most students at JMU and elsewhere, Mecca lies somewhere south.
The owner of Valley Mall's Travel Pros said Florida, the
Bahamas and Cancun rate high with the JMU jet set, although
most of his tours are solidly booked. Those few spaces left are
priced "way out of range," said Fred Schacfer.
The west coast of Florida is a surprisingly big seller this year
at Travel Pros. The old standards, Daytona Beach and Fort
Laudcrdalc, lag behind.
Officials in Laudcrdalc, recognizing its dwindling popularity
with the college crowd aficr a police crackdown last year, arc
reverting to form.
The "Berlin Wall," separating students on the beach from the
civilized world in Fort Laudcrdalc, is coming down this year while
other Florida communities arc gearing up.
"Ni^
An alliance of business interests forced a change of heart in
Laudcrdalc's police department, and a new chief of police sits in
office.
"

VOL. 65 NO. 34

Last year Spring Break revenues in the Florida resort
community plummeted S55 million from the year before because
of the defensive atmosphere generated by the police, said Gregg
Newell, the executive director of the Fort Laudcrdalc '88
Committee.
"This year they [the police] are going to be diplomats. They
didn't treat people like tourists last year." he said.
"The mayor is an anti-Spring-Brcakcr," Newell said, but has
given his support to the committee which comprises 25 of the
largest hotels and night clubs in the area.
"We're saying this is the place where it started
Come on
back. We want you," he said.
Area motels are halving their rates said Newell, who hopes to
see the Fort Laudcrdalc business community make a profit of SI 10
million this season.
"You can get a nice place on the ocean for about $65. You can
, See BREAK page 2>
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Break
>■ (Continued from page 1)
misdemeanor and carries a fine or a
60-day jail term, or both.
Alcohol is forbidden on all the
beaches — almost
Not so in Cocoa Beach, where Glenn
Raybac of the Cocoa Beach Police
Department said liquor is allowed, but
not in parking lots. Drinking out of
bottles is discouraged.
"There are not a whole lot of things
available for kids to do," Raybac said.
"We're mainly family-oriented
tourism."
He described Cocoa as "really nice but
very expensive, You might want to
think of Cocoa as Orlando's beach."
Those immune to the charms of
Mickey Mouse but who like to surf can
find Florida's premiere surf spot,
Sebastian Inlet, with little trouble.
Drive for 45 minutes down Rt. Al A.
Crowds are intense and local
tcrritoriality is rampant, but the surf is
usually worth the hassle.
But maybe you don't surf. Maybe,
you don't want to visit Wall Disney
World. Maybe, you don't want to be in
the United Slates.
If all of the above are true, Travel
Pros also sponsors cruises to the
Bahamas [Nassau and Frccport] or
flights to Cancun, Mexico.
Those who started buying flight space
to Cancun when they should have
[about 4 months ago] found rates of
$299 to $399 for a package plane ride
and hotel accommodations.
The average three-day Bahamas cruise
cost a IiUle over $400 at Travel Pros.
Sheila Cox of the Ministry of

put eight people in a room, but I'm not
advocating that," he said.
Further north along a 23-mile stretch
of sand called Daytona Beach, Chamber
of Commerce officials are expecting a
big turnout. Last year 325,000 people
visited Daytona, doubling its
population and congesting its streets.
A survey commissioned by Daytona's
Convention Visitor's Bureau last year
showed each student spent about $360
per week for a total of $117 million
dropped into city coffers by season's
end.
Lt. Lexie Williams of the Daytona
Beach Police said his department
deploys about 305 officers in special
teams to maintain order. Officers and
special agents drafted from the mainland
portion of Daytona contribute to "a
very intensive build-up," he said. "It's
very crowded; wall-to-wall bodies."
But not all of that is due to a fear of
anarchy-prone students driven mad by
task-master professors.
"When all these people come here,
there may be people on the FBI's
10-most-wanted list ncre too,"
Williams said. "Just on the beaches,
you'll have something like 200,000
people.
"Every year there's a theme," he said.
Last year's was a squeeze-play on
balcony acrobats.
For those intent on being monkeys, a
warning: hotel security now has
authority to arrest people climbing
balconies. It is a third-degree

Tourism in the Bahamas said
temperatures during the Spring Break
season range in the 80s and are coupled
with cooling trade winds.
The Ministry in Nassau sponsors a
Junkanoo Festival every Monday
evening starting Feb. 29 on the western
end of the Espanard Beach. Alchohol is
legal. Marijuana is "very illegal," and
public transportation is best
exemplified by a mini-bus that costs 50
cents per ride.

American dollars arc accepted in the
Bahamas.
The race for fun, however, goes to the
swift.
Florida tours are "pretty much gone,"
Schaefer of Travel Pros said, although
there are still tours to "isolated places"
left
Those who really wanted a tour
package should have found them by
now. But, then again, Spring Break
was never a location, just a state of
mind.

Newstip?^
Newsfip?^
Newsfip?
If you have any newstips or
other information about things
in and around JMU, call X6127.
We'd.love to hear from you.
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CORRECTIONS
• As a result of miscommunication
between a Breeze reporter and Alan
MacNutt, director of campus police and
safety, inaccurate . information was
printed in the Jan. 28 issue of The
Breeze. Fire detectors in campus
residence halls are designed to detect
smoke not fire. The reason
McGraw-Long Hall's fire detectors did
not sound until smoke had reached the

third floor on Jan. 27 was that the
smoke entering the building through air
ducts was diluted and the ionization
level was not. high enough to set the
alarms off.
•There is a $2 cover charge for the
band Glass Onion tonight at the Mystic
Den. Inaccurate information was printed
in The Breeze.

RobWaehbum
Mke Wilson
Diana Benevides
Menses Amo.
Martin Romjue
Amy Porter
Pam Wiley
Mark Longfnb.cn
K.thi Chincrm-no
Sonny Dc.rtti
Cattiy Caray
Mark Chamock
Stephen Rountree
Cathy Udell
Lawrence Jackson
Hretner Dawson
Kristin Fay
Wendy TrsJskM
Greg Tutwifcr
Juke Scott

To tke fill along, cheanered as ii is wib\ abuses. Ike
world is indebted for all Ike t'lumpni tAicA kave been
gained by reason and humanity over error and oipression.'
•- James Madison
'
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Mailing address is Tne Breete, Communication
Department, JMU, Harrrsonburg, Va 22807.
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call 568-6127.
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Survey: Students need more financial aid info
By Meghan Johnson
staff writer

Students arc not adequately informed about financial
aid and how eligibility is determined, according to
results of a survey on the quality of service and
information about JMU's Financial Aid Office.
The survey attempted to find out "whether or not
there is a need" to make changes in the financial aid
system or in the way in which financial aid is
publicized, said Stephan Foglcman, a freshman
committee member of the Financial Aid Advisory
Board.
The committee questioned a certain percentage of
students in categories such as out-of-state students,
transfer students, and recipients of financial aid, he
said.
"It wasn't just a random survey," said James
Coleman, SGA legislative vice president and a
member of the committee.
The rest of the students surveyed were selected
randomly through a phone canvas in which every tenth
person listed in the campus phone book was called.
The survey was conducted to assist the board and the
Financial Aid Office in planning Financial Aid
Awareness Week, which has been going on this week
atJMU.

The emergency student loan offers up to $100,
payable in 30 days without interest. There is a $10
penalty fine for failure to repay loans on tirnc.
John Sellers, director of financial aid at JMU,
Of the 250 students questioned, 127 had applied for stressed that this is a penalty fee, not interest
financial assistance at JMU in the past. Seventy-one of
The Don Gardner Scholarship, another emergency
those rated their interaction with the office "average," short-term loan, offers $600 and is payable in three
40 rated it "excellent," and 16 rated the interaction months. There is no interest unless the loan is not
"poor."
paid within that time, at which point interest begins to
Other questions were whether students were aware of accrue.
During the 1986-87 school year, the financial aid
requirements for eligibility for financial aid and
office loaned money to 1300 students. This year the
application procedures.
office will probably service more students. Sellers
Of the students who answered the questions, 121 said.
were aware of the requirements for financial aid and 93
The financial aid office and the committee will be
were not About 90 students said they were adequately supporting Financial Aid Awareness Week with efforts
informed about application procedures and 12S said to increase students' knowledge about financial aid.
they were not. About 65 said students were adequately
There will be ads in The Breeze and posters around
informed about how their need is determined and 154 campus. Head residents will be supplied with financial
said they were not
aid packets and asked to announce that they are
Another question asked if students knew about the available.
The packets also will be available in the commuter
emergency short term loan and the Don Gardner
Memorial Scholarship, which are available to students student office.
Most student organizations that meet this week will
in the financial aid office.
have announcements concerning Financial Aid Week
About 130 were aware of the emergency short term and ask students to publicize the packets. Sellers said.
loan, 40 knew about the Don Gardner Scholarship, and
"We're trying to make more personal contact than we
80 didn't know anything about the short-term loan have in the past," he said. "We wanted to find
program.
something 'hat we may do to improve our services."
The survey asked students if they had applied for
financial aid and, if so, how much guidance they
received from the financial aid office.

As JMU grows better,
applications flood in
By Stephanie Swaim
staff writer

Hangin out

Staff photo by TRACEY D. NEALE

Rodney Stockett, Ken Mitchell, Anthony (Tony) Miller, Eric
Green, Daniel Winter and Tommy Hayes relax in the aun.

The Office of Admissions expects a
record number of applications this year,
its director said Tuesday.
/
"The admissions process looks very
positive right now. We're at an enviable
position," said Alan Cervcny, the
director of admissions. "We're out to set
some new records with regard to the
number of applications."
Last year 11,663 students applied to
JMU for freshman spaces. Applications
this year already have surpassed that
number, but Cervcny said" the
admissions office wouldn't release any
figures until all applications are in.
The office is still accepting
applications postmarked by Feb. 1.
In an annual admissions report
released to the University Cabinet on
Tuesday, Ccrveny presented statistics
that are "a snapshot of the direction the
university is moving in." Most notable
is the increase in the number of
applicants over the past 10 years.
Applications are up 73 percent since
1978. The percentage of out-of-state
applicants also has risen steadily, from
25 percent in 1978 to 40 percent last
year.
"What it [the report] is telling us is
that we've gone through a period of
tremendous growth in the interest in
our institution over the last few years,"
he said.

However, Cerveny said/he won't
release details of the report to the public
bccause^liVdcsigrieiHo inform only
members of the administration.
^T-he purpose of the report is to
provide the administration with some
relevant data to give us some idea about
where we want to go in the future,"
Cerveny said.
The report also will be distributed to
the deans of the colleges so they can
identify trends in the type of students
JMU admits. It should enable the
administration to make plans for the
future of JMU, he said.
One of the main goals of admissions
is to accept a diverse range of people,
he said. How many students are
admitted won't change the type of
student JMU will select, he added.
"We feel very good about the process
we use when evaluating and making
admissions decisions," he said. "This
process has been modified somewhat
over the years because of the increase in
applicants."
Whether next year's freshman class
will have a higher average SAT score
than this year's "remains to be seen,"
Cerveny said. Last year's freshman class
averaged 1,087. The national average
for last year's freshman was 906.
"It really is a guessing game until
we're able to look at the freshman class
profile," he said.
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is now accepting
■fl applications for the following positions:
VDesign/Layout Editor

^Assistant Editorial Editor

^Business Editor
VNews Editor
^Assistant Business Editor
^Assistant News Editor
VSports Editor
^ VWire News Editor
VPhoto Editor
^Assistant Sports Editor
^Assistant Photo Editor
^Features Editor
^Assistant Features Editor ^Production Manager
^Editorial Editor
VColumnists

VAIso:

m

^/reporters
^photographers
Vgraphic artists
Vtypists
Vpaste-up
personnel
_

• A meeting to discuss positions available will be held for anyone interested,
Thursday, Feb. 4 at 4:30 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Room 12.
• Application Deadline: Monday, Feb. 15 at 3 p.m.
• Please include a cover letter, resume and five samples of your work.
• Send your application to: Martin Romjue.Editor, The Breeze, AnthonySeeger Hall, JMU, 22807
• For more information, call Martin Romjue, Editor, or Cgjhy Carey,
Managing Editor, 568-6127.
V,
^W3W3S3«3S3«3

W%»%%%%»»»»»»%%»%»%%»%%%»%WKW61Cire*tt1L^^^

The Breeze reaches the 12,000
students, faculty and staff of the
JMU community
Diane Benevides, Business Manager
Wendy Traister, Asst. Business Manager

7% discount for cash in advance

For Advertising Information

10% discount for the same ad, tw<
consecutive weeks

c

ALL

568 - 6596

17% discount for both

I
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SGA gives $3,000 to campus groups
By Keith

Perry

SGA reporter

The Student Government Association
spent a sizable chunk of its contingency
account Tuesday when it allocated over
$3,000 to campus organizations.
The finance committee proposed
giving the Association of Collegiate
Entrepreneurs $1,150 for registration
fees at a JMU co-sponsored national
convention.
The committee cut travel expenses
and 11 registration fees from the
original $2,816 proposal, and amended
the bill to cover fees for only 10
members who must be underclassmen.
"The committee felt these individuals
would better serve the interests of the
school in as much as they would be
returning next year with the knowledge
they had gained from attending the
conference," said committee member
Kim Collins.
ACE member Jim York spoke in
favor of the bill and recommended that
it be further amended to cover the
$1,495 cost of 13 members' fees. The
sum would be equally divided among
the 21 members so all could attend,
York said.
Wayland senator Joe Walsh agreed

with the importance of full attendance.
"A lot of things in the business world
are hands on . . . you can't learn them
out of a book.
"At this convention you're getting a
lot of seminars by people that are
actually out in the business world,"
Walsh said.
That information would be beneficial
to upper and lower classmen, he added.
Frederikson senator Tracy Humphrey
followed York's and Walsh's advice and
proposed an amendment to give the
association $1,495. The senate passed
the amended version of the proposal.
The senate also passed a bill
allocating $920 to the JMU Ski Racing
Team.
The money will fund the team's
conference and regional competition
entranceft&6, but allotment will" be
contingent on the team reaching those
levels of competition, Collins said.
Divisional competition fees of
$2096 were cut from the original
$3,016 proposal.
The finance committee also amended
a Campus Crusade for Christ proposal
requesting $919 to help fund speaker
Josh McDowell's program.
The committee recommended that

only $600, the cost of McDowell's aside as Village Area study lounges
gratuity, be given to the organization, daily between 7 p.m. and 1 a.m.
since the $319 for bibles, index cards
•Commuter senator Kalhy Walsh
and pencils could be paid for with their proposed that the SGA fund the Circle
fund raising.
K Club $1,225 to cover registration
fees at a district convention in
The senate passed the $600 proposal.
Although the SGA allocated $3,015 Baltimore.
•Cleveland senator Mona Kumar
Tuesday, they had the opportunity to
proposed
that the SGA allocate $940 to
allocate more.
An amended bill proposing allocation Women of Color Week [March 16-23]
• Dingledine senator Beth Du
of $695.38 to the WJMR radio
proposed
that the Un&ersity Class
committee was sent back to committee
Organization
be included as a front-end
following several arguments over the
budgeted
organization.
organization's funds.
•Walsh and Chappelear senator Kim
"This is becoming a re-evaluation of
Hessler
proposed that cable TV service
the budget that should have been cleared
be
made
available to on-campus
up in committee," said finance
residents.
committee chairwoman Robin Rison.
•Howard Johnson's senator Stcphan
After three votes and confused
haggling over parliamentary procedure, Fogleman proposed placing a sign at
the bill was sent back by a 25-20 the Godwin bus stop notifying students
of the phones located on the outside of
division vote.
The following bills were proposed the campus police station.
• G if ford senator Ann Asiello
and referred to committee-.
• Frederikson senator Tracy proposed the expansion of Health 370
Humphrey proposed that a more to include CPR training and
accurate campus map be constructed at certification.
• Commuter senator Michael
the Port Republic Road and Bluestone
Humphries proposed allocating $2,240
Drive campus entrance.
• Humphrey also proposed that at to Delta Sigma Thcta Sorority, Inc. to
least three Godwin Hall rooms be set help fund their Founders' Week.

Ho Jo's to re-open 24 hours on weekends
By Martin Romjue
news editor

Hungry, blcary-cycd students trekking to Howard
Johnson's restaurant late at night will become a
familiar scene once again.
The Howard Johnson's restaurant off the Port
Republic Road on Interstate 81 will open for 24
hours on weekends starting "early this spring," its
manager said Saturday.
"Because we closed, we lost a lot of customers,"
said Jim Zava, who has been manager since
December. "We want to get lhem back."
Howard Johnson's restaurant stopped operating 24
hours per day last summer because it wasn't making
Jt,good profit late nights Sundays through
Thursdays, Zava said. The restaurant also had
difficulty staffing the late shift, he added.
iVo iiad empktywMA not making any money," he
said of the late-night shift.
But many customers have "asked when we are
going to open 24 hours," he said.
"Just about evcyonc I talked to — that was one of
their questions," Zava said. "There's a big demand
for it — that's why I'm opening it back up."
An opening date is not set yet. "It's a very
difficult shift to staff. I want to be sure I'm prepared
for it."
The restaurant will probably employ three to five
waitresses, he said. "Once I get a feeling for what
the bar flow is. 111 know how many to put in."
The late night menu will include early-bird
breakfast specials, a 27-homemade-item breakfast
bar, and dinner and dessert dishes. The breakfast bar
will open at 11 p.m. and run until 2 p.m. the next

HOWARD
JOHNSON'S
OPEN 24 HOURS

day, Zava said.
"It'll be a trial period for at least two weeks until
I'll get the feel of it," he said. "I want to see if I get
a good reaction."
The restaurant now attracts mostly local
customers and some college students, Zava said.

"It's a pretty even mix. Quite a few students
patronize us religiously.
"I'm fairly confident it'll [the hours change] go
over well. The more I can communicate with the
college, the better I can make it for the students,"
Zava said.
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Be a Student Volunteer!

The Center for Service Learning
PROGRAMS:
*Big Brothers/Big Sisters Therapeutic Riding Program
♦Child Day Care Centers *Much Much More
*Aging Services

COLOR PHOTOS
MINUTE SERVICE
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

For More Information: CSL,BoxM15. 568-6366

Does Josh
know everything
about sex?

FIND FRIENDS!
FEEL THE EXCITEMENT!
Join the Busch Gardens team and tind

those "extras" that you won't find
with any other job.

But what he does
know will keep you
talking for days!

■ Meet & make good friends
■ Work in a family oriented atmosphere
■ Competitive wages $3.75 per hour*
■ Pay bonus program $.?5-$.35
for every hour worked
■ Flexible & consistent schedules
■ Discounts on food & merchandise
■ Free admission to park
■ Parties, sports activities & more
■ Part-time hours
■ Discount tickets & discount season's
passes for your family
Save a trip to Busch Gardens,
Apply now at the VIRGINIA
EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION
OFFICE in your
college/university area.

^ BUSCH

viAl

PATRICK

(

1

V

REAl ESTATE

718 Nortti M«M H , M»>rt»nbuf8. VIrgloU ??»01

Uating

•

Monogim.nl

•

703-433-2559

Sal*i

FEATURING THE BEST IN OFF-CAMPUS RENTALS

)
J

MADISON GARDENS
1335 & 1339 South Main Street
Furnished for 5 persons
Luxury 3 Bedrooms with private decks
2 Full Baths-

-PLAN AHEAD FOR YOUR HOUSING NEEDS!
-STOP BY OUR OFFICE AND PICK UP A
HOUSING BROCHURE.
-GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL RENTALS.

DUKE GARDEN APARTMENTS
735 South Main Street
Furnished for 5 persons
Very Close to Campus
3 Bedrooms & 2.5 Baths

University Place
Madison Square
Country Club Court
Forest Hill Townhouses
Houses near Campus

a BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD!
0 MANY OF THESE PROPERTIES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE

f>
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POLICEFILE

Five students
charged with
dangerous acts
By Kurt Larrick
police reporter
Five students were charged judicially
with dangerous practices for allegedly
cutting between railroad cars of a
train that was temporarily stopped near
the campus police station, said Alan
MacNuit, director of campus police and
safety.
The separate incidents occurred
between 10 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday.

The offense is in violation of two
Virginia codes and carries a maximum
fine of $100. Officials for the
Chesapeake and Western railroad and
JMU didn't file criminal charges.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. The case
is reviewed by university officials.
Police do not release the names of
students charged judicially.
Campus police also reported the
following:
Driving under the Influence
•Student Kevin L. Hilborne, 20, of
Roanoke, was arrested and charged
with DUI about 11:15 p.m. Saturday on
Madison Drive, police said. A
passenger with Hilborne was arrested

and charged with DIP.
•Non-student Joseph P. Salver, 24,
of Hiltons, was arrested and charged
with DUI about 2 a.m. Saturday, police
said. Salyer also was charged with
possession of a concealed deadly
weapon, a .38 Colt revolver, and
possession of marijuana, police said.
Destruction of public property
•Six lounge chairs, a coffee table
and a wooden door reportedly were
thrown out of a window in Ashby Hall
Saturday night. Damages totalled about
$350. Police said that there were no
witnesses to the incident.
Disturbance
• A number of non-students
reportedly wielding baseball bats and

metal pipes reportedly entered
Ikenberry Hall Saturday afternoon in
search of a resident. The resident
reportedly fled the building before the
would-be assailants could confroi t him.
There are several suspects, police
said. Campus and city police both are
pursuing the case.
Recovery of stolen property
•Police recovered the stolen bust of
Samuel Duke when an anonymous
caller contacted a campus operator and
told her that the item could be found
outside the Duke Fine Arts Center. .
The bust was stolen from the building
last month. Police arrived on the scene
to recover the bust after the operator
notified them of the call.

NEWSFILE

Business forms
due next week
from students
The College of Business accepts
change of major forms from
non-business majors during a specified
period for spring semester Feb. 9 and
10.
Non-business students who intend to
change their major to a business

discipline [BBA major] must attend one
of the College of Business
orientation/information sessions. These
sessions will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Room B of the
Warren Campus Center.
Requirements for lower-division
courses, grade point averages and credit
hours completed will be explained. In
addition, a representative from each
department in the College of Business
will be available to answer specific
questions and will assist students in

completing the change of major form
at the end of the session.
Students unable to attend cither
session should call Dr. Paul Kipps at
568-6614 prior to the Feb. 9 session.

Graham named
to Duke Club

Alan R. Graham has been named1 the
first full-time director of the JMU Duke
Club.
His appointment takes effect this
week, said Donald L. Lemish, vice

president for university advancement
The Duke Club is a support group
that raises funds for JMU athletic
programs. Previously the Duke Club
and the annual fund, which raises
money for academic programs, were
handled by the same director.
•
Duke Club support has been
primarily from the Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County area, Lemish said.
The new position will enable the
university to reach across the state in
drawing athletic support.
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Hostages released from elementary school
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — A gunman who
said he wanted to help the homeless'held dozens of
children and teachers hostage Tuesday before
authorities fooled him into giving up his guns and
then wrestled him to the ground, officials said.
"It's over," said Assistant Chief of Police Billy
Wilkins as parents fell to their knees in joyful
prayer.
Twenty-six children and one teacher were freed
unharmed when the siege at West End Christian
School ended after nearly 12 hours. Nearly 60 other
hostages, including three other teachers and an aide,
had been released earlier in the day.
Police Chief Jerry Fuller identified the gunman as
James Harvey, 43, a Tuscaloosa native who had
been living in San Antonio, Texas. -

"Please don't hurt mc. I've done everything you
asked," said the gunman as law officers grabbed him
after he stepped out of the school building. Harvey
had been led, to believe he would receive a pardon
and that he would be allowed to give a news
conference outside the school.
Harvey had invaded the school Tuesday shortly
after classes began and said he was trying to draw
attention to the nation's homeless and hungry.
He was armed with two pistols and a rifle,
authorities said.
Tuscaloosa Mayor Al DuPont said the gunman
was shown a videotape made by Gov. Guy Hunt.
Harvey agreed to lay down his weapons and began
to lead the children outside, thinking he was going

to hold a news conference. When he walked out the
door, police slammed it shut behind him and
wrestled him down.
During the crisis, Harvey had said that he wanted
to publicize the needs of the homeless. "There are
people on the. street who don't have a place to sleep
or anything to eat. I'm doing this for them. This is
a political act, not a criminal act," he told
Associated Press reporter Hoyt Harwell.
Nine children were released by the gunman after
Harwell entered the building and heard the man's
statements, and a pregnant teacher was released
shortly afterward, leaving 26 students and one
teacher in the building until the crisis ended. Other
hostages had been released earlier.
, -

NATION

Reagan attempts
to 'salvage' vote
on aid package
WASHINGTON 'AP) — President Reagan made
a last-ditch effort to salvage his $36.2 million aid
package for the Contra rebels on Tuesday by
promising to release money for arms and
ammunition only if Congress agrees.
In an Oval Office address shunned by three major
television networks, Reagan argued that
Wednesday's vote in the House amounted to nothing
less than "win or lose for peace and freedom. It is
yes or no to America's national security."
"Our support is needed now — tonunorrow will
be too late," Reagan said, pleading support for the
Contras' battle against the leftist government of
Nicaragua.
It was unclear whether Reagan's last-minute
maneuver would sway those undecided about
Wednesday's crucial vote. Prior to the evening
speech, Democratic leaders had said the president
was likely to lose.
"I think there's going to be a bipartisan group
tomorrow against this proposal," said House
Majority Leader Thomas Foley, D-Wash.
But Reagan argued that the Contras represented the
last hope to prevent the spread of communism in
Central America and must not be abandoned.
"If we cut off aid to the freedom fighters, then the
Sandinistas can go back to their old ways," Reagan
said.

Denby says his
'sympathies'
lie with Contras
WASHINGTON (AP) — An Illinois farmer who
spent seven weeks in a Nicaraguan prison says he
was not being entirely true to himself when he
spoke out against U.S. aid to the Contra rebels.

On the eve of a House vote Wednesday on the
Reagan administration's proposal for $36.2 million
in Contra assistance, James Denby said he felt used
by both sides in the debate.
"I was stuck in the middle," Denby said from his
home in Carlinville, 111. "My sympathies lie with
the Contras. But I've been caught in a vise. The
other side got me out."
The 58-year-old farmer was jailed on charges of
helping the rebels fighting Nicaragua's leftist
Sandinista government when Democratic U.S.
Senate candidate Bill Press of California and other
critics of Contra aid negotiated his freedom.
"Those guys went to a lot of effort... and got
me out," Denby said. "I felt a debt to them."
He joined Press at a Capitol Hill news conference
on Monday, two days after his release, telling
reporters he agreed with the candidate's position.
"I wouldn't come directly out and say, 'I want
everybody here to vote down aid.' I don't believe
that."

FBI investigation
badly conducted,
director admits
WASHINGTON (AP) — FBI Director William
Sessions said Tuesday that the bureau's
investigation of a group opposing the Reagan
administration's Central America policy was "not
properly directed" in all instances.
Sessions, in his first in-depth discussion of the
probe, denied that the FBI had exparded its
investigation into the Committee in Solidarity with
the People of El Salvador, or CISPES, to include
other organizations.
He said that since members of CISPES were in
contact with people from other organizations, a
"limited investigation w$s conducted to follow up
information that was not complete. The focus
remained on CISPES, not the other organizations,
and was to round out or develop information on the
scope of activities and influence of CISPES."
But the New York-based Center for Constitutional
Rights, which last week released some of the FBI

documents it obtained through the Freedom of
Information Act, contended that the investigation
"covered hundreds of groups and individuals who
were engaged in activities protected and encouraged
by the U.S. Constitution."
The center, a civil liberties organization, also
released two additional FBI documents that it said
show the investigation was broader tfiah Sessions
has acknowledged.

Robertson says
group wants a
'master race'
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Republican
presidential contender Pat Robertson charged
Tuesday that the long-range goal of the family
planning group Planned Parenthood is creation of a
"master race."
Faye Wattleton, president of the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America, said, "All the
charges are unfounded and, frankly, ridiculous."
In a room overflowing with abortion foes, the
former television evangelist told a New Hampshire
legislative committee he strongly opposes a bill to
repeal old state anti-abortion laws and add the U.S.
Supreme Court ruling legalizing abortion to state
law.
"Margaret Sanger, the founder of Planned
Parenthood, was an advocate of what was called,
eugenics. She and her disciples wanted to sterilize
blacks, Jews, mental defectives and fundamentalist
Christians. I don't really favor getting myself
sterilized. And I certainly don't favor the programs
of the Nazis," Robertson said.
"I have no objection to Planned Parenthood, per
se. [It is] the organization I am opposed to, and I am
opposed to any government funding of that
organization whatsoever," he said.
Wattleton said in a telephone interview from New
York, "It is truly amazing to me that he should
speak with such inadequate information on such a
serious subject... It makes me wonder what other
issues of significance he is ill-informed about."

SI
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Meese says friend
asked for help with
Wedtech contract
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General Edwin
Mccse III testified Tuesday that in 1981 he asked
aides to check his friend E. Bob Wallach's complaint
■aSat Wedtech Corp. was being treated unfairly in its
bid for an Army contract
Mccse, testifying at former presidential aide Lyn
Nofzigcr's illegal-lobbying trial, said he received the
complaint from Wallach in the spring of 1981.
Wallach, a San Francisco lawyer recently indicted
in connection with the Wedtech influence-peddling
scandal, told Meese in 1981 that the company "was
having difficulty obtaining a contract with the
Army," the attorney general said.
"The complaint I got was there were people in the
Pentagon who were thwarting their efforts to get the
contract," Meese said. Wallach had told him some
Pentagon officials were trying to steer the contract
to another company, he added.
Meese, then presidential counselor, said he
instructed Ed Thomas "to look into this matter."
"My concern was that they receive fair treatment
and that it include the ordinary consideration that
any agency seeking a contract should get from the
federal government," Meese said.
"I believe that Mr. Thomas did discuss this matter
with me on one or more occasions," Meese said.
Nofziger, 63, former White House political
director, is accused of illegally lobbying Mccse and

other former colleagues on behalf of Wedtech and
two other clients in 1982 after he left the president's
staff.

Blacks arrested
for trying to pull
flag from Capitol
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — The Alabama
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People president and 13 other black
lawmakers bent on ripping down the Confederate
flag atop the state Capitol were arrested Tuesday as
they tried to scale an 8-foot fence around the
building.
State troopers and Capitol police met State Rep.
Thomas Reed, the state president of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
and other black lawmakers at a padlocked gate
leading to the building, which is closed for
renovation.
The black leaders contend the Rebel battle flag,
flying from a cupola on the Capitol dome, is a
racist symbol of slavery and black oppression.
State police were acting on orders from Gov. Guy
Hunt, who wants legislators to decide the flag issue
and promised that no one would be allowed to rip
down a Capitol flag.
"This is just the beginning of my effort to remove
the Confederate battle flag from the Alabama
Capitol," Reed said as he left the county jail
following his arrest.

■"

Walesa admires
'calm' reactions
to price hikes
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Solidarity leader Lech
Walesa on Tuesday urged Poles not to react
emotionally to steep price increases imposed by the
government.
"I am very happy that Poles, having been hit
swiftly and hard [by the price increases] did not
respond spontaneously, but are doing some
calculating and reckoning," said Walesa, who spoke
to reporters after a luncheon meeting with visiting
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State John Whitchead.
"Our organization has not issued a call for
struggle at this moment because we know that the
other side has deployed the army .. . and arc only
waiting for such things," said the leader of the
outlawed trade union.
But he said Solidarity will issue a call "when the
need arises, for we are duty-bound to defend the
interests of the working people, and the lime and
place of such an action will be of our choosing
only."
Whitchead did not comment after his meeting with
Solidarity leaders.
The government began imposing the steepest
price increases in six years on Monday. Prices on
food rose 40 percent, rents and public transit went
up 50 percent, and gas prices increased 60 percent.
. On April 1, utilities go up 100 percent and coal 200
percent

fXOTHER VOICES BOOKSTOREJ

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS

New Boots at Used Prices
-—""Open Reading Tonight
Feb. 4 7:30 p.m.
Come Read or Just Listen
Sponsored by JMU Poetry Club

OTHERS
(^VOICES

quality discount
books

(

TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE.
Two Pizza. SS2SS3SB
■adit inn if
for Each
topping |1 3V Price*
Only $8.99!

do not include tan

A
mm

Do mi not
Double Ftaturt"

NO
COUPON
NECESSARY

Tmn Pl77»«

0" TWO If Ch*aaa

fQf
« 1. M4MI
Only $11.99!

Each additional
lopping SIM FTMM
do noi mcioda ta.

£2$k^

Domino i
Double F»aiuf»■

NO
3 COUPON
NECESSARY
mm

59 South liberty StT
(downtown)

fbe»lde the new location of Town and Campus Records)

Domino's Pizza
Double Feature"
Call us!
433-2300 KM*
433-3111
11 M.lm CucM

3AY I LOVE YOU
WITH FLOWERS
FOR YOUR VALENTINE!

Opan daily M 4PM
Opan unM AM Sun Tnura
Opan until 2AM Fn Sat

2? Tain Di

NOW OPEN
SAT. - SUN.

Fresh -flowers — Corsages ~
Valentine. Srvan3.2rne.nts —
Balloons •- Flower^ plants.
\ send -flowers toorld-toio'e/ -

11 A.M. for LUNCH
OUR EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEES
Pro***
II you are not completely
satisfied with your pure
we win giadiy replace >t
free ol charge,

M your pine doe* not arrive
within JO minute* Irom that
time you order, the delivery
pe'ion will gladly deduct *3 00
Irom the price o' your pizza •
' For Double Featuie. guarantee n S3 00 oM each order
Ow :■ ... . ■, aw* mar ..'... bwWM HMNOT Wt I '»•* Do-."., "m «t

Open Mon. - Sat. 10-6
432-1700

2065 5- M A IN

$SAZEBOAT.SI#rWJfa
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Center of the Beach...

^SHi^ML /Bahama Mamas

401 N. Atlantic Blvd. Ft. Lauderdale Beach
Center of the famous strip!
,
■

I

J: .*»*; -SWBLiL— J}M# ■ »■ J
Iflr
r
BP^*^^
■^^^
_—- S. ■
' tiKZfc:--**».

^" ■

-v.

..-^Slf^

Oceanview Rooms and Efficiencies
Large Pool and Patio Area - Pool Bar Restaurant - Bahama Mamas Lounge/Deck!

1-800-622-9995
SPRING BREAK '88:

Let's Make
A Date!

THE BOARD OF VISITORS
OF
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
'...Invites undergraduates to apply for the
position of Student Member of the Board of Visitors
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
-Sixty credit hours earned at James Madison University.
-A 3.00 cumulative grade point average.
■Currently registered for at least twelve semester hours.
•Significant involvement in campus activities.
Interested students may obtain an
application in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs (Alumnae Hall, Room 107). Applications
should be returned in person by the
deadline, 5 p.m., February 26,1988.

■

_
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Beta Alpha Psi offers
free tax assistance
Beginning Feb. 6, Beta Alpha Psi, the National
Accounting Fraternity at JMU, will be providing
free tax assistance to low income and elderly
taxpayers in the community.
As part of the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA) program sponsored by the Internal Revenue
Service, these junior and senior accounting majors
will be available to answer questions and provide
assistance in Tiling bask federal tax returns. These
students will have completed a training program
given by the IRS in Richmond.
The members of Beta Alpha Psi encourage the
community to take advantage of this free service.
The following sessions will be held at First
Presbyterian Church in Court Square in
Harrisonburg: Feb 6, 13, 20, 27 and April 2, 9
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Two sessions have also
been scheduled Feb. 9 and 16 at the Warren
Campus Center lobby from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
For further information regarding the VITA
program, please contact Dr. Scott Cairns at the
JMU School of Accounting.

Texaco shareholders
suing directors
Attorneys representing Texaco Inc. shareholders
who have filed derivative lawsuits agianst directors
and advisors of the company say they intend to
continue opposing the company's reorganization
plan even if it is approved by a shareholder vote.
The statements were made following a
bankruptcy court hearing Friday at which the judge
approved a disclosure statement that will allow
Texaco shareholders to vote on the proposed
reorganization.
Just before the hearing, as expected, Texaco
reported large losses for the fourth quarter and the
year.
The shareholders arc attempting to stop the S3
billion settlement with Pcnnzoil and have asked a
court to stop Texaco from mailing disclosre
statements and ballots to its stockholders.

Kodak stops production
of its disk cameras
Kodak suspended production of its compact disk
camera, blaming poor sales. Analysts cited
problems with picture quality and the popularity of
easy-to-use 35mm cameras. Although camera
production has stopped, Kodak will continue to
produce film for the camera.

Staff graphic by KATHI CHIRICHIELLO

Computer fee not misused
By Meghan Johnson
staff writer

JMU students and faculty might have heard a rumor
that all is not well with the computer literacy fund.
The Academic Computing Center wishes to dispel
that rumor, said Dr. Robert Brookshirc, director of
the center.
"There are other fees that students are charged and
we aren't told what happens to each dime and nickel
of these fees," Brookshirc said. "And I don't think it's
a conscious attempt to keep anyone in the dark.
"It's just that we haven't advertised [how we're
spending the money]. . . . People naturally have
some questions," he added.
Every student at JMU is charged a computer
literacy fee of $50 each year. This fund becomes part
of the university's operational budget, Brookshirc
said.
Each academic year JMU must present a budget
proposal to the governor for approval, Brookshire
said. Before the center presents its plan for spending,
it estimates the amount of money to be generated by
the fees in the coming school year, he said.
The center estimates the amount of money it
expects to receive from the fees and then designs a
spending plan based on that figure. The governor then
approves the plan for that amount or he may change
the amount.
For the 1987-818 academic year, the governor
approved $400,000 worth of spending for JMU's
academic computing center. This year's budget is
broken up as follows:
• $66,000 is allotted for the faculty release
program, which provides money to release an

/

■H

instructor from teaching a course in order to receive
computer training or to develop computer literacy
programs. This money pays the salary of a temporary
teacher to teach that course for the semester. There is
one teacher on faculty release this semester.
•$28,120 is allotted for wages for a training
coordinator who will plan and hold training
workshops for faculty members. Throughout the
spring there are 30 workshops planned. This amount
also includes money to pay for outside training
consultants who may be needed if a faculty member
needs training in an area which the university does
not currently have the facilities to teach.
•$65,978 is allotted for student wages to pay the
student assistants who staff the computer labs around
campus. These jobs are provided by the academic
computing center, not the Office of Financial Aid.
• $57,300 is allotted for microcomputer lab
supplies and maintenance.
•$83,125 was allotted for lab equipment for the
Anthony-Sceger computer lab, which opened in
October, and for the Chandler computer lab, which
opened about two weeks ago.
•$99,477 is allotted for VAX hardware. VAX is
the large central computer that students can use
through a terminal in some of the labs. This figure is
a payment on the actual cost of the equipment,
Brookshire said.
Across campus there arc 216 terminals and
microcomputers available to JMU students. The labs
are located in Harrison, Miller, Anthony-Sceger,
Chandler, and Converse. Students also can gain
access to the VAX computer by phone from their
own computers with the use of a modem.
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SWEET!!
•

classifieds

11

■

L-V-

Offer good Feb. 11 only.
Deadline for Valentine issue:
Tues., Feb. 9 at Noon

Hearts for a
1°XTJ!^ heiart,!n yuUI* VaIentbie classifieds f°r the Feb. 11 issue at the low cost of 25*
per heart!! Take a look at how effective they are in the examples below:
*
«*John-lloveyou!Amy

Amy-1 love you! John*

John *»'s Amy

OR
of a 30 character message (letters AND spaces count as characters):
■

Amy loves John

on top
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Calling All Lovers!!
■Give A Hand-Crafted Valentine This Year!
We will handwrite your message of up to 12 words on
parchment and insert it into a beautiful aromatic cedar
heart sachet tied with a red ribbon.

mm

All this for only $9.96

~

M

incL Tax & Shipping!!

~

I

MC & Visa orders can be called in to 896-6914 OR
(703)7403296 from 9:00 to 9:00 MON-SAT
flHR SEND TO: House of Kirk; P.O. Box 808; New Market
A 22844
Credit Card orders include Card # and Exp. Date

—NIGHT SHIFT
Part time positions available
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
and weekends
•Complete Training
•Great Starting Pay
•Flexible Scheduling
•Certification of Communication and
Marketing skills available

FRESH CUT FLOWERS CORSAGES & BOUTONNIERES

(Looks Great on a Resume I)

1774 South Main St.
(1 block South of
Roth Theatres)

434-5996

Call Gracie Hill

.^__ 434-2311 ___
3*

ATTENTION

PHOTOCOPY

CARD

HOLDERS

A new VALU-CARD system will replace the old Copytex system used with the
photocopiers in Carrier Library, Warren Campus Center and the Education
Resource area starting February 8.
The new card will cost $1.00
and already carries 50c worth
of credit. It is reusable and
value can be added to the
card in increments as
small as $1.00.
You will receive full credit for all
unused cash on existing Copytex
cards by applying it toward the
purchase of the new
VALU-CARD
if vou act before February 21.

-1

NOTICE
It is your responsbility to make
certain copier counter is at correct setting before starting.

The VALU-CARD can
be purchased and/or its
value be increased at either
automated cashier machines
in Carrier Library and Warren
Campus Center.

Nfi01502

VALU-CARD photocopies
will cost 71/20 while cash
copies will cost 150. The cost
of laser-jet copies will be 100.

In addition to photocopiers, thev ALU-CARD will allow
use of micromedia printers and even a laser-jet printer.
To have credit applied to your new card,
bring your old card to Carrier Library
February 8-21 during the following hours:
Mon-Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

8a.m. - 10p.m.
8a.m.- 5p.m.
9a.m.- 6p.m.
12Noon-8p.m

.K

The first 1000 people that trade in their old card will receive a new card free of charge.
Any remaining value on their card will automatically be transferred to the new VALU-CARD.
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SSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Male Or Female Roommallng Service at
luxurious Madison Manor Condos. Water,
sewer & basic cable are free! Call
434-6166 now!
Forest Hills Luxury Townhouses - 5/6 BR,
2 1/2 baths, laundry RM, AC, livingroom,
diningroom, 3 stories. Call Forest Rentals,
234-8440.
Madison Manor - 2 4 3 BR, 2 bath, luxury
condos, fully furnished for 2-5 students
Water, sewer & basic cable are free! Call
434-6166 now!

Camp Staff Positions - Counselors, cooks,
nurse, program directors, maintenance,
waterfront, naturalist, arts & crafts staff
needed for coed Lutheran Camp in
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. Contact your
placement office or Caroline Furnace
Lutheran Camp, Box 3865,1 Fort Valley, VA
22652, 703-933-6266.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Brown Wallet near money machine.
Reward! Call Dave Julius, 433-7533.
Lost Thin Gold Chain Bracelet - If found,
call Meissa, x7397.
SERVICES

Female Roommate Needed - College
Station, own BR. Rent negotiable!
433-6372.

While You Shop At The Mall! Radiator flush
& fill only $28.95 at Jiffy Lube! No
appointment necessary!

2 Vacant BRs available for 88-89 school
year- 5 BR townhouse in Forest Hill.
Non-smoking males call 434-5033.

Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812

Single RM At Hunters Ridge - Fully
furnished, W/D, microwave, $160/mo. Call
Sam, 433-8117.

Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality. Visa/MC/check.
433-3063. It's worth it!

FOR SALE
The Pumpkin Mobile -1973 orange Volvo,
142 model ski racks, stereo. $500. Ride a
Pumpkin Mobile today! Call 433-6037.
2 Peavy Amps, Yamaha amp, Gibson elec.,
Peavy bass, misc. 433-9271.
Rossignol Skis, Poles 4 Boots - 433-9271.
1978 Audi 5000 - $1500, much new, very
nice. 433-1333.
VW Super Beetle - 1971, reconditioned
motor, 1 owner. $2000. 833-2601.

HELP WANTED
Experienced Waiters/esses For JMU
Catering - Must be available to work
through Dec. 88 (graduation weekend
included). Apply Chandler Hall, G-16,
before Feb. 9th.

Typing & Typesetting - Papers typed,
resume's typeset & printed. Pick-up &
delivery. Professional service. 289-5745,
Karen.
Professional Typing & Word Processing $1.45/page. 828-4980 after 5, Kevin.
Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Typing Service - $1 25/pg. for double
spaced. Marsha Roth, 433-8713.
Want An Unforgettable Weekend? Come to
The Country Place 42 miles north.
Completely furnished 2 BR & 5 BR,
fireplaces, heated water bed. Owned &
operated by JMU faculty member;
703-743-4007.
The Widow Kip's B&B - Mt. Jackson.
Woodburning fireplaces, all BRs. Canopy
beds, separate cozy cottage. $45-65 for 2
with breakfast. 703-477-2400.

rir

Adoption - Loving, financially secure coifle
wish to fdopt white newborn. All medical
expenses paid. Legal 4 confidential. Please
call Priscilla 4 Ed collect. (703)
534-3720.
Bassist & Drummer To Form Hard Rock
Band - Please call Dan, x4539.
Ride Needed To Scranton, PA or
Philadelphia area for the weekend of Feb.
12. Can leave Thursday or Friday. Will pay
for gas' Call Lora at x7615.

Ride Needed To Fairfax Feb. 5 - Please call
Barbara, 433-3018.

PERSONALS
Free Student Discount Card Today WCCI
Men's Lacrosse Club - Mandatory
organizational meeting for interested
players. Feb. 4, 6 sharp. WCC, RM B
Questions, 433-6573, Brad.
New Potato Caboose Is Back! Friday at the
Mystic Den.

Come Work For An Accredited, 3 camp
organization in the Pocono Mountains of PA.
Positions are available in tennis, archery,
waterfront (WSI), dramatics, office
administration, computers, radio, arts &
crafts, nature, athletics, jewelry,
photography, dance, wrestling, adventure/
challenge course, cooking & film making.
Camp drivers are also needed (21 or over).
Season 6/24 through 8/20. Call
1-800-533-CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA)
or write 407 Benson E„ Jenkintown, PA
19046.

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

AZT Carnations On Sale Now! x7106.
Thursday Night Rocks With Alpha
Gam/Lambda Chi at JM's.

Juan Palos - Six more months. Want to
change your mind? Too late. The receipt
was found 4 now resembles Aunt Martha.
Now what are you going to do? Elope 4 buy
a car? Out of the question! ILY
It's Not Too Late!
Book Now For Spring Break
Complete Travel Packages Available

New Potato Caboose - Friday at the Mystic
Den.

Rush riKO - Cookout, movie night. Call
Ken, 433-0026.

Girls, Know A JMU Guy Who Should Be In
Pictures? If so, please submit his name 4
P.O. Box to Calendar Conceptions c/o
Carole, Box 5281.

Record, T-Shirt, Poster, Rock Sale -10-4,
Phillips Center, Tomorrow Only!

Pick Up 10% Discount Cards Today, WCC!

Petruccio/Clifford - Kisses don't mean
contracts, but they are great
fun...congrats on Deathtrap, you deserve a
wet one. Heart, Kate.
Attention Kathlyn Walsh - "News Flash"
K.M.W. scores 3.25 in main event of spring
semester at JMU. Limo Party-May 15th.
Media-Pa is going down. Love, Mr. Media-Pa
P.S. If anyone can do it, you can, youVe got
what it takes.

Meeting For All Interested Flayers

Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COO.

Mary Kay Will Be Here Feb. 7 at 2 pm in
AI 's basement Everyone is welcome.

Off-Campus Housing For Fall Semester Graduating in December. If you have a
sublet available, call Kyle, x4955.

Jellyfish Blues Band -1 just wanted to wish
you guys good luck with the rest of your
schedule. Thanx for all the good times, even
Bushwaller's was fun...once. Thanx again!
Pete Stoessel

Travel Agents International

Tonight at 6 In RMB of WCC

Adoption - Happily married couple unable
to have children of their own wishes to
provide loving home for infant. All fees
paid. Strictly legal & confidential. Call
collect, after 7:30 pm best, (202)
244-0257.

Free Student Discount Card Today WCC!

Campus Rep - 433-3734 or 433-7292

Girls - Free figure analysis. Call Late Nite
Aerobics. 433-6762.

WANTED

ALT - Get psyched for Men's Night
tomorrow! SK

Josh! Next Wednesday!

JMU Men's Lacrosse Club
Summer Camp Staff Needed for
residential camp serving mentally retarded
located 100 miles west of DC in Shenandoah
Valley. Positions available for WSI,
canoeing, riding, nature crafts, evening
program 4 general counselors. Interns
welcome. Contact Director, Camp
Shenandoah, Yellow Spring, WV 26865,
304-856-3404.

Senior Class Meeting - Tonight in RM C,
WCC at 7:30 pm.

Barb J. - Congratulations! You make an
incredible Zeta. I lovu you! YBS, Leslie.

Valentine's Carnations! Feb. 5 on the patio
Sponsored by KIT
Hook-Up With Glass Onion - Tonight at the
Den. $2.
Watch Josh Get Into Sex Next Wednesday!
8, Godwin.
Happy Birthday Teddy Pisghetti! Sure
glad you were born 'cause if it weren't for
you...!? Thanks! L Lou
WJMR's 1st Annual Record, T-Shlrt,
Poster, Rock Sale - Merchandise from
these companies: Plan 7, Electric Smiles,
The Record Convergence, Town 4 Campus,
The Record Exchange, and the rock posters
you love. Tomorrow only! 10-4, Phillips
Center. Tweed Sneakers Performing.
Atlantic City Trip Feb. 13 - For info call
Chad, 434-1942.

Pick Up 10% Discount Cards Today, WCCI

The "L", "<r, k MR" Words - Too hard to
say? AIT Carnations say them.

Delta Gamma - Is the new Richmond Omni
ready for us?!

Ann - We just want to say thank you. Karen
4 Wes.

Tess - Give it up! He's mine! Lance's Love.

Mike B. - Thanks for a great semester. Miss
yotilDeb

Hey Bozo! Yes you, Pam. Happy belated
birthday. Go crazy!

Free Student Discount Card Today WCCI

Josh! Sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ & UPB.

ATA-AXASponsor Night at JM's
tonight. All ages admitted.

£»
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Thto is the one you've been waiting for!!

Alleged - What can I say? I'm impressed.
Miracles never cease! I'm yours for 96 hours.
J
Someone Lom Me at JMU shrts. x7588
Glass Onion ■ You guys jammed at £PE!
See you at the Den!
Lance - You're the most gorgeously stupid
shamus I know. Tess

* * * iMurlnfOiylmiMmiSpflntlriithMii * * *
MTIMMTtOMl
UfBt-.
TMM100M
Mi

TEIU
MIVT»M»»il«

aumtn

1M !*«• »'•» U«

(V« MO tf*1 IT or- Iflp I**;*

fun

CARMKi MOUH

■V«wh Ictrft Ct*

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES

_ ***» *\£\
209*00

WithTransportaliofiA^
Five Per Room Wf

AXfi - Hope you come to Mary Kay Feb. 7.
AT

Lovely Personal Acrostic Verses For
Friends & Sweethearts - Valentines, gifts,
special days. Acrostics, (703) 898-2961,
Box 126, Fredericksburg, VA 22404.

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

To Dr. Benke - Be the 8,000,001st person
to hear Josh!

JMU Fast S*Women - Thanks for your
surprise gift from Florida. Sorry we
missed some meets this year, but you're
certainly #1 in our eyes. Looking forward to
championships at Navy - good luck. Love, Jr.
ft Mrs. Media-Pa. P.S. The body achieves
what the mind believes - go get 'em "Ros<»."

Dead, Feat, Originals & More - New Potato
Caboose, Friday at the Den. Cover $5.

Party With AH* ft AXA at JM*s tonight!
AN ages!

Congratulations Alpha Epsiton Fledge Class
- Greg Cotterell, Andria Dinonno, Alex
Foster, Joan Holand, Amy Hollyday, Brownie
Khoshaba, Angie King, Scott Kyriakakas,
Ginger Lewis, Kevin Lundin, Marc Michaels,
Kelly Meyers, Angela Mil lard, Malissa
Murray, Laura Rowan, Cynthia Ruhl, Brian
Standley, Debra Tilley, Karen Vest, Steve
Vlahos & Ede Wanford. From the Brothers
of Delta Sigma Pi.

Take, Take, Take - When are you going to
learn how to give? Valentine's carnations
from AIT. $2. Any Sister or call x7106.

199.00.

An entne list ol bar and restaurant discounts to
save you money at place? you would go anyway
The services o' full time travel representatives fo|
throw parties and take great care ot you
All tanes and gratuities

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK)

This is the

Pick Up 10% Discount Cards Today, WCC!

• Round trip motor coach transportation via luiuiyf]
highway coaches to Daytona Beach Florida
Unllke
others we use thp newnt stye buses|
available

• Optional excursions availaDle to Disney World
Epcol Hawaiian luau s party boats and more

Arrangements by ECHO TRAVEL INC
The largest m college tours to Florida
lor over 9 years

88 Days Party - Feb. 9, sponsored ty
Senior Class. Tickets on sale for $3.4,5 ft
8 at Harrison Annex.

Archie - Rest up for Ar & in formals!
Can't wait to drink you under the table both
times! Love, Heidi.

• Pool deck parties and activities every single da
leatunng the famous Echo Belly flop contest

Full Package

Friday At the Mystic Den - New Potato
Caboose returns.

Seven mghls accommodations at one ol our excil
inq oceanliont hotels Our hotels are located ugh
in the middle .of the lino between 800 NoMh ant
701 South Atlantic Avenue Each hotel has a grea
pool and party deck and nicely lurmshed room
•vith color f V and air conditioning See trip spon
soi lor specific hotel details

Driving Package
Without Transportation * *ft _ . — /wx
Quid Occupancy r<f 14D.UU

Full Package
With Transportation A >
Quad Occupancy ▼Y

Any A IT Sister Would Love To Sell You
carnations »V your friends, significant
others, scopes or pets. $2. x7t06.

Record, T-Shirt, Poster, Rock Sale -10-4,
Phillips Center, Tomorrow Only!
Ar ft Dales - Only 9 short days left. Get
psyched!

#1
College

Tour to
Daytona

JMU Men's Lacross Club
Best Hotel| Guaranteed
You know where you will be
slaying on this trip
(with other trips??)

Best Location In
Daytona
Don't III i poor location ruin your
trip (the Daytona strip Is
23 miles long!)

Shouting Distance
from Everything
The top birs. restaurants, eipos and
Irue concerts (not a taii ride
away, like other trips)

Top of the Line
Luxury Coaches
For the most comlnrtatile party
trip to Florida

Pool Deck Parties
Every Day
The hottest, biggest parties in
Dayltni Beach!

You might lind a cheaper trip.
but why risk your
Spring Break cash on a
cheap imitation"

Meeting For All Interested Players
Tonight at 6 In RMBol WCC
Daytona Beach, 8 days-7 nights, $124 a
piece for five, $189 includes bus. Last day
for deposit is Feb. 10. Call Greg 568-7199.
10,000 Maniacs Tonlte - PC Ballroom, 9 pm.
Free Student Discount Card Today WCC!
So rm Talking On The Phone With Debbie &
she says, "Mey, The Good Guys cancelled
Thursday night. Would you help me out &
play?" So we say, "Sure, Debbie, no
problem." Glass Onion. Tonight at the
Mystic Den. $2.

"You're In Love When the other person's
happiness, security & development becomes
as important as you own." Hear Josh.
Free Student Discount Card Today WCC!
Beth Stiiiweii -1 know we are a day late, but
happy birthday! (Better late than
never-right?) Love, 52K.
Kelly Eross - Happy 22! Lefs make your
last semester your best Love 52K.
New Potato Caboose - Friday at the Den.
Record, T-Shirt, Poster, Rock Sale -10-4,
Phillips Center, Tomorrow Only!
Ill - Tonight's party will be great! We
can't wait! AIA
Men's Lacrosse Club - Mandatory
organizational meeting for interested
players. Feb. 4, 6 sharp. WCC, RM B.
Questions, 433-6573, Brad.
Pick Up 10% Discount Cards Today, WCC!

Someone Loves Me at JMU shirts. x7588

Classic Rock - Glass Onion with Heavy
Water. Tonight at the Mystic Den. $2.
Entertainment lor the financially
disadvantaged

Rush nK<P - Cookout, movie night. Call
Ken, 433-0026.

Someone Loves Me at JMU shirts. x7588

Sex To The Max, You ft Josh I

Buy a carnation for Valentine's Day on Fri.
in WCC from KIT.

B's At The Den With Glass Onion - tonight!
Tess - You're barking up the wrong tree.
Guppy

CALL 432-1512 ASK FOR ALEX

Glass Onion With Heavy Water - Tonight at
the Mystic Den. Only $2. IPE Sponsor
Night.
,

Atlantic City Trip Feb. 13 - For info call
Chad, 434-1942.
Pick Up 10% Discount Cards Today, WCC!

Congratulations to our new officers in
Kappa Pi • Amy Sue, Chris, Lauran, Beth,
Karen, and Carolyn. Doing a great job keep up the good work.
Congrats on initiation to our new Kappa Pi
members: Julie, Kim Randy, Tammy, Karen,
Beth, Lynn, and Melanie.
..... -«* - -

■
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Despite the law, DUI arrests are still routine
1

By Laura Barton

s

staff writer

.-'

Your 72 Volkswagen Bug is parked
outside the party on South High Street.
You and your friends are too coid to
walk anywhere, and you all are a litUe
drunk. Driving to the next party, you
surmise, is the quickest, warmest and
most convenient option for getting
there.
But you don't get to the next party.
The ride was a blur — the flashing blue
light, reciting the alphabet, the blood
test and, finally, a visit to the
Harrisonburg Police Department.
You've begun the nightmare of a DUI
conviction.
For Harrisonburg police officers,
making a DUI arrest is routine.
According to Sgt. Malcolm Wilfong,
an 11-year veteran on the force, the
department makes 300-400 DUI arrests
every year. At any given time, five to
seven police officers patrol
Harrisonburg's 17 square miles. Officers
are most alert during peak DUI times
like when "the bars are in operation,''
Wilfong said.
The signs officers watch for include
swerving, traveling 10 miles or more
below or above the speed limit, driving
with headlights off at night, braking
erratically and following too closely.
"Wayne," a JMU senior who was
convicted of DUI three years ago, was
pulled over because he was driving
erratically.
Wayne had six passengers when he
left a local bar. In addition to having
had too much to drink, he was having
trouble seeing out the car windows,
which were fogged from having so
many passengers.
"Jamie," another JMU student who
was convicted of DUI, was driving on
South Main Street when she was pulled
for weaving. The officer who
her asked her to "tell him the
date, say the alphabet, and touch my
nose,\she said.
Wilfong said tests like the ones Jamie
was asked to perform can expose a
person's drunkenness. Odor is another
signal. Alcohol itself has no smell, but
other ingredients in beer and liquors do
have an odor. Officers are trained to be
aware of this smell as yet another
indication that the suspect is
intoxicated.
If all initial indicators point to
intoxication, a blood alcohol test is
administered. If a driver has a blood
alcohol content level (BAC) of .10 or
more, no additional evidence is needed

Staff graphic by MICHAEL STILLWELL

to convict him. In some cases, a driver
is arrested for DUI when his BAC is
less than .10. An arrest like this would
require additional evidence of
intoxication.
According to a Virginia Department
of Motor Vehicles study, the typical
offender has a BAC of .1684 at the time
of arrest Wayne had a .15 BAC and
Jamie had a .18 BAC. The highest BAC
Wilfong can recall was a .39. That
driver, he said, was also a JMU student.
As a result of drinking and driving, he
totaled his car and narrowly escaped
injury.
The chemical test, Wilfong said, is
precisely where many people are
misinformed. "When a person from
in-state or out-of-state drives in
Virginia, he or she has agreed, through
implied consent, to take a chemical test
at the discretion of an officer." If a
person refuses to take one of these

tests, then that person is subject to a
charge and penalty separate from those
of DUI.
A breath test provides the officer
with an immediate indication of
intoxication. Some drivers, such as
Wayne, rationalize that the blood test is
the better option because it takes longer
to administer. "After you're nailed,
you've gone through the side-of-the-road
tests, you can ask for the blood test and
buy yourself twenty minutes because
you have to go all the way to
Rockingham [Memorial Hospital] to
get it. By then, you may be more
sober."
For Jamie, choosing between the
tests wasn't important. She had a .18
BAC on the breath test and a .17 on the
blood test As a rule, Wilfong said, the
blood test is more accurate.
Once the testing is completed,
Wilfong said, the driver is taken to the

Harrisonburg Police Department. "If the
driver is not causing any problems and
is able to call someone to lake him
home," he said, "then he is released on
personal recognizances."
"It was simple," Jamie said of her
arrest. "I was in and out of there in no
time. The people at the station had all
the paperwork completed when I arrived
from Rockingham."
On a first-time DUI conviction, the
court date is the next important step.
The driver has several choices.
He can plead not guilty and obtain a
court date for a trial. Most persons who
choose to go this route hire a lawyer.
Another alternative is to plead guilty
and refuse to accept an Alcohol Safety
Awareness Program (ASAP) referral. In
this case, Wilfong estimated, the driver
receives a $250 fine and a six-month

See DUI page 17>
<!>
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DUI
> (Continued from page 16)

loss of his or her license.
On the other hand, if a driver chottes
to accept the ASAP referral, he will
have to pay the S250 fine plus a fee for
the ASAP service, but he will avoid all
but 30 days of the license suspension.
For the JMU student, another cost of
DUI might be having to tell your
parents, like Jamie and Wayne did. This
is not, however, a requirement of the
law or of the ASAP program.
Wayne said, "I presented it to them as
an adult and paid the consequences
myself."
Jamie, whose sister was also
convicted of DUI while at JMU, said,
"My parents were not happy with me.
They scolded me. They couldn't believe
that I didn't learn my lesson from my
sister.. . . We just never mentioned it
anymore. It's something we'd all like to
forget"
DUI is a burden Financially. Both
Jamie and Wayne paid the $250 fine,
the $250 ASAP fee and the remaining
court costs. Wayne was lucky because
his insurance company was never
notified of his DUI conviction. But
Jamie's insurance doubled. She pays
$1,200 a year and drives a "family car."
"The court costs were disturbing,"
Jamie recalled. "My parents paid them.

AFTER

The ASAP program was more
constructive than having to pay all
those Fines."
In Harrisonburg, the ASAP service is
available
through
the
Harrisonburg/Rockingham Community
Services Board's Outpatient Substances
Abuse Service. Bill Foley, a substance
abuse counselor for ASAP, said
participants are initially evaluated and
placed in one of two groups. The First
group attends a nine-week, 18-hour
"educational program with a lecture and

Foley explained. In deciding where to
place a person, he said he would rather
"err on the side of putting a person in
the more intensive program."
The second program is not only the
more demanding of the two, but it also
carries an aldfcll "abstinence
requirement." Almough not all persons
in the program are alcoholics, Foley
emphasized that they do have
indications of alocholism such as
family history of the disease or past
alcohol-related criminal charges.

"My parents were not happy with me.
They scolded me. They couldn't
believe that I didn't learn my
lesson from my sister."
— Jamie
discussion format," Foley explained.
The second group attends a 16-week,
32-hour program for persons who "have
indicators that they are problem
drinkers."
The more intensive program also
includes counseling and group
discussions aimed at helping drinkers
"apply the education to themselves by
individualizing the information," Foley
said.
There are no rules "generalizing
which category a person falls into,"

"The treatment for alcoholism is
abstinence," he said, "and, I would say.
Alcoholics Anonymous attendance."
Jamie and Wayne participated in
ASAFs first-level program. Neither has
had any other problem with alcohol
since the DUI experience.
Jamie said, "I learned my lesson well
at the ASAP classes. I learned more
from those classes than I did at many of
my Madison classes."
Repeat offenses are the real, long
term warning signs, Foley said. "If they

don't have a problem, they're not going
to be back again. If they are a DUI
offender and they go through all the
trouble that's involved — the court
costs, the loss of licence, the ASAP
requirement and they don't have a
problem, which means they have some
choice in the matter, then, they are not
going to be your repeat offender.
"The person with the problem is
going to be your repeat offender. The
problem person has problems linked
beyond DUI."
For the non-problem drinker, "the
main thrust," Wilfong said, "is
responsible drinking. . . . Know what
your limit is and don't exceed it."
We live in such a "mobile society
that people just jump in their cars and
go," he continued. "Studies and
statistics have proven that no matter
how well you think you can handle a
vehicle under the influence, you can't
— especially when you're called upon
to react immediately."
DUI is a lesson too costly to not learn
from the experiences of Jamie and
home before you start drinking. Choose
a designated driver or take a taxi.
Whatever the plan, I wouldn't
recommend gelling into the car drunk,"
Jamie said. "It's not worth it."

HOURS
THURSDAY

MUSIC
10,000 Maniac* —Phillips Center Ballroom, 9
p.m.- midnight, $5 admission in advance, $6 at the
door.
Tim Spears and Donny Woodson — The Gandy
Dancer, cover charge not available.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — Calhoun's, darts night, no cover charge.
DJ — J.M.'s Pub & Deli, Greek Night. $1 cover
charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies. $1 for men.
MOVIES
Eddie Murphy: Raw (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 130 p.m., 330 p.m., 530 p.m., 7:45
p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
For Keeps (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
130 p.m., 330 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 73i> p.m. and 9:30
p.m. .
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 130 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 920
p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 130 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Couch Trip (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Return ol the Living Dead II (R) — Roth
Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Throw Momma from the Train (PG-13) — Roth
Theatres, 730 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover
charge.
DANCE
Senior Honors Theses Showing — Godwin
355, 8 p.m., free.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
MUSIC
Spectrum — The Gandy Dancer, cover charge not
available.
New Potato Caboose — The Mystic Den.
cover charge not available.
9
Shy — Scruples. Sheraton Inn. $3 cover charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — Calhoun's. no cover charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players. Marching Royal Dukes Sponsor Night.
all ages admitted. $1.50 cover charge for people
underage, $1 for people of age.
MOVIES
Last Tango In Perls (X) — Grafton-Stovatl
Theatre, midnight.
For Kesps (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
130 p.m., 330 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 130 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 920
p.m.
She's Having a Baby (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 130 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40
p.m., and 9:35p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 130 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Eddie Murphy: Raw (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Moonstruck (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and
9 p.m.
Serpent and the Rainbow (R) — Roth Theatres,
7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

DANCE
Senior Honor Theses Showing — Godwin 355.
8 p.m., free.

MUSIC
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — Belle Meade,
$4 cover charge.
Secrets — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
Southern Breeze — The Gandy Dancer, cover
charge not available.
Road Ducks — The Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Shy — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover charge.
DJ — JM's. $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
Song of the South (G) — Gratton-Stovall Theatre.
2 p.m.
Inner Space (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
For Keeps (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
130 p.m., 330 p.m., 5:30 p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30 p.m.. 450 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 920
p.m.
She's Having a Baby (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 130 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40
p.m., and 9:35 p.m.
Shoot to Kill (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
sneak preview, 7:30 p.m., viewers have option to
stay and watch the 9:30 showing of For Keeps at
no extra cost.
Three Men and Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 130 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Eddie Murphy: Raw (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m..
7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Moonstruck (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7
p.m., and 9 p.m.
Serpent and the Rainbow (R) — Roth Theatres.
2 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

.!
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Leigh Rubin

CALVIN AND HOBBES
WE HAVE TO GIVE CWR
REEW ON F\ANET MERCURY
TODAV. DID VO) DO VOUR
H&LF?

:

OF COURSE I DID. AND
IU 8ET W HALT MAKES
NCMR WMF LOOK. PATHETIC.

AND TO TELL V)S ftSOOT THE
MWOIO&V. Of MERCURY,
HERE'S WPN*TNER,0\LVlN

THE PLANET MERCVJR.V WAS
NAMED AFTER A ROMAN ^
GOO WITH WINGED FEET, J

ACROSS
1 Roller-coaster ride
sound
7 Fundamentals
13 Feeling of failure
15 Pickering or Hogan
16 Resort or car
17 Straighten again
18 Wrong
19 — in one's side
21 Lao
22 State
23 Hell-known club
24 Public disturbance
25 Before
26 "Stompin' at the

27 Bartletts
28
30
31
32
33
35
38
39

IT HAD BEITER
FJE GOOD... OR

Was ambitious
Gives out cards
Breakfast dish
Henry, John, or
Glenn
Treeless plain
Revives (2 wds.)
Roger or Dudley
Openings

40 World War II agency
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AFTER THIS GUI I CANT
IMAGINE. .
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...0M...BACK
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42
43
44
45
46
47
49
51
53
54

"It's
!"
Stuck in mud
Tease
Part of NNP
Wrestling holds
Pertaining to birth
Hydrogen, for one
Testimonial
Vehement speeches
Obtains

55 Proceed in a
gliding manner
56 Hate
DOWN
. 1 Predicament or
fight
2 Imaginary monster
3 Gorges
4 Sponsorship (var.)
5 Greek Mars
6 "Bel
Bist Du
Schoen"
7 Dutch Africans
| 8 Astronaut Shepard
9 Spanish for sun
10 First
11 Bleeps

35
36
37
38

12 Rains frozen
raindrops
14 Original inhabitants
15 Chum
20 Juvenile delinquent
23 "Key
'
<J
24 Studies
26 Actress
Hasso
27 Fathers, in France
29 Arctic explorer
30 Like St. Peter's
32 Wooded areas
33 Flowering plant
34 Pillagers
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Irish city
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A special interest series for commuter
students sponsored by the
OFFICE OF COMMUTER STUDENT SERVICES
PROGRAM

OF

EVENTS

Tuesday, February 9,1988 7p.m. Commuter Lounge
Resume Writing...
Ms. Anna Lynn Bell
Tuesday, March 15,1988 7p.m. Commuter"Lounge
Leadership Skills in the WorkplacePeter Mullen, Dominion Bank
Tuesday, April 12,1988 7p.m. Commuter Lounge
Stress Management...
Dr Chip Studwell
If you are interested in participating in any of these
programs please sign-up in the Commuter
student Lounge or contact Mrs. Sherry Miller,,
Coordinator for Commuter Student Services.

Sign up for Army ROTG BasicClamp. You'll get six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
leadership skills as well as your
body. You'll also get almost S700.
But hurry This summer may be
your last chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officer's
commission. Be all you can be.
See your Professor of Military
Science for details.

plunge
this
summer.
\\

\\

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Contact:
Major Saari
568-6264

TKE

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
A Tradition of Excellence
SPRING RUSH 1988
Is Greek life for you? Do you want to
live the fraternity experience?
This is the time of year that you have
a chance to answer these questions.
TKE is the world's largest social
fraternity, with over 300 chapters.
We invite you to come and learn about
TKE. Meet the brothers that have made
TKE THE tradition of Excellence. Attend
our first Rush function on Feb. 5 and
pick up a calendar indicating the various
Rush functions in the upcoming weeks.

\

■

v-

Fri. Feb. 5 Mon. Feb 8 Wed. Feb 10 Thurs. Feb 11

11 p.m. Friday Night Parly
Movie Night (9 p.m.) "Animal House"
Over-The-Hump-Party
Be a part of it!!
7:00 p.m. Formal Smoker

* You must be 21 years old to consume alcohol
* Alternate beverages available at the bar
* If you have any questions or comments please call:

MarkCira 434-7079
The House 433-3819
_
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SPORTS
VCU surprises JMU women
By Dean Hybl
sfaff writer

RICHMOND — In a surprising performance,
Virginia Commonwealth University's women's
basketball team used several key second-half baskets
and a cold shooting performance by JMU to defeat the
Dukes 58-57 Wednesday night at Franklin Street
Gym.
It was the Rams' first victory in 17 meetings
between the teams, improving VCU to 10-7 and
dropping the 18th-ranked Dukes to 15-3.
JMU seized early command of the game, leading by
as many as nine points (25-16) in the first half.
Senior center Sydney Beasley scored 14 of her
game-high 22 points in the first half and also pulled
down 11 of her season-high 19 rebounds before
intermission.
When it appeared JMU was about to take complete

control of the contest, the Dukes suddenly went cold
from the field. They did not score in the final three
minutes of the first half and then shot only 29.7
percent from the floor in the second half.
After trailing 31-28 at halftime, the Rams began
the second half with four unanswered points to take
the lead. The edge then see-sawed for much of the
period
VCU forward Lisa Stielper -jprcousin of Steve
Stielper, JMU's all-time leading men's scorer —
scored 11 of her 19 points in the second half to lead
the Rams. Carroll Clements came off the bench to
score 10, the only other VCU player in double
figures.
The Dukes were unable to take advantage of several
late chances, as they shot only 30 percent
(three-of-10) from the foul line in the second half, 33
percent (four-of-12) for the game. JMU senior Alisa

Harris scored 11 points, but hit only one of six free
throws.
In the second half, the Dukes' Missy Dudley had
eight of her 14 points, including two consecutive
baskets to give JMU a 49-45 lead with 4:30
remaining. Dudley injured her knee with three
minutes left in the contest, and though she returned,
she failed to score in the final minute.
VCU took a 58-54 advantage on a basket by
Clements and a four shot by Stielper. JMU was
unable to score until Donna Budd hit a three-pointer
with one second left.
After a timeout, the Rams inbounded the ball and
ran out the clock to secure the win.
The Colonial Athletic Association-leading Dukes
now return to the Convocation Center for two key
conference contests. They host UNC-Wilmington
Saturday night and East Carolina Monday night

Comeback propels wrestlers over GMU
Heavyweight loses
but saves Dukes
By Stephanie Swalm
staff writer

Much like a kicker in football, the
heavyweight wrestler often has the
opportunity to be either the hero or the
goat. Heavyweight D.J. Johnston may
not have been the classic hero Tuesday
night, but he certainly wasn't the goat.
Even though he lost the evening's
final match, Johnston held his own
against a far heavier George Mason
wrestler to preserve JMUs 19-16 win
over the Patriots at Godwin Hall.
Going into the final bout of the
night, JMU had recovered from a
seven-point deficit to take a 19-13 lead
after three straight wins and a lie in the
upper weight classes.
Johnston only had to keep himself
from being pinned to guarantee the
Dukes' victory. Wrestling this year's
Virginia Intercollegiate League
runner-up, Eric Crushon, who beat
Johnson at the tournament 11-0,
Johnston sealed the win by giving up
only a 9-3 decision.
"I knew that there was no way he
could pin me," Johnston said. "I went
out there to beat him without trying to
do anything stupid. I didn't go out there
not to get pinned."
The Dukes went 5-4-1 in individual
matches to keep their all-time record
against GMU unblemished. ;But this
victory came far tougher against a
vastly improved Patriot squad, who
came in to Harrison burg with an 11-1
record.

Staff photo by PHIUP HOLMAN
JMU's Brian Kurlander (on top) registers a takedown on his way to victory Tuesday.
"I was really scared coming in
because they were fired up for us,
because they've never beaten us. This is
probably the only year in the past years
that they've really had the opportunity
to do so," said Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer,
JMU's mat coach.

"I'll tell you, going into this match I
was really scared. Mason's a good team.
They're well coached. [Patriots' coach]
Mike [Moycr) knows our guys real well
because he was a coach here when I
wrestled. 1 was afraid thai he might
oul-coach us."
j

Freshman Carey Falcone won the
first match, 12-4, by major decision
over Mason's Steve Patane at 118
pounds, giving JMU a 4-0 lead.
Last weekend in a dual match with

See WRESTLING page 23>-
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Want a great job
that pays too?
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nderdog Gillies to play in indoor nationals
Laurel WlMinger
baft writar

Call her pessimistic, call her realistic.
■Whatever the case, when junior Chris Gillies steps
the court at the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches'
ciation National Indoor Tournament this week,
he thing's for sure. She's not expecting to win.
"I'm not expecting to do well there, I will admit
lat. But I'm going to go there and do the best I can
D, and just look on it as an experience," said the
nber one player on the JMU women's tennis team,
he Winchester, England, native is one of the 32
bllege players in the United States who qualified for
he tournament. Gillies placed second in the
tortheast regional tournament held in Philadelphia
st November, losing to Diana Gardner of Princeton.
_ch of the finalists in six regional tournaments
ained entry into the tournament,'as did 20 at-large
elections.
This national indoor tournament, considered to be
bnc of tennis' premiere collegiate events, begins
loday at Bloomington, Minn. Gillies will meet
}ixth-seedcd Kathy Foxworth from the University of
fouston — a semifinalist in this tourney last year —
i her opening match this afternoon.
Gillies knows she will face some tough
bompelition. "I saw most of them [the top players]
play two years ago at NCAA's and know their
eputalions. I know they're good.
"These are people who are planning their whole
hives around tennis. They are going to be pros."
But don't count Gillies out. This, her third year
(playing tennis at JMU, will be her last — she wants
■to concentrate on academics — and she wants to go
| out in a big way.
"My main goal is [qualifying for] the NCAA
I [tournament] in the spring. I'd like to qualify in
Isinglcs. And I know if I make that, I'll probably have
I to play some of the same players as at [the ITCA

tournament]. I'm not going in looking to win, or
even particularly do well, but the experience I gain
will help me greatly this spring."
Facing such elite competitors doesn't faze Gillies,
who believes her greatest asset against them will be
the "intelligent way" she plays her game.
"I can see well on the court," Gillies said. "It's not
that I'm that great an athlete. In sprints, I'm not that
quick, I'm not fast at all. But on the court I'm quicker
because I can see the ball coming earlier.
"I think more dft the court than most people; I can
pick out a person's weaknesses better than most."
In addiuon to her mental ability, Gillies has been
focusing on physical preparation. Daily workouts at
the Valley Wellncss Center have given her the feel of
playing on indoor courts and some practice sessions
have included workouts with members of the JMU
men's tennis team.
JMU women's coach Maria Malcrba assessed
Gillies' chances at the tournament.
"With the top 32 players out of the nation, no
one's going to be bad. I feel she stands a good chance
in that she hasn't played a lot of the people, and
won't be going in thinking, 'she's already beaten me
before.'
"She doesn't know anyone else can beat her, which
makes it easier because then she's playing a game
she's already lost Now, she knows she'll have to be
tough and just do what she can."
Gillies is the first JMU player to qualify for a
national tournament in singles. Last year she and
Terri Gaskill competed at the ITCA doubles
competition and Gillies twice has competed in the
NCAA Championships in doubles. Gillies is
currently ranked 48th in singles in the Volvo
Collegiate Rankings, the only player from a
Northeast Region school to be nationally ranked.

IMU skiers capture three wins
|(n invitational races at Basye;
.ynch takes women's slalom
The JMU ski team won three of the
|four divisions at the JMU Invitational
icct Saturday and Sunday at Bryce
fountain. The women's team won
3th the slalom and giant slalom; the
nen took first in the giant slalom and
fourth in the slalom.
Shannon Lynch led the women's team
|>y placing first individually in the
Jlalom and second in the giant slalom.
[.ynch posted a time of 90.32 seconds
or two runs in the slalom and 66.55
cconds for two runs in the giant
palom.
In the giant slalom, JMU's women
['on top honors with a total time of
).ll seconds. Georgetown came in
cond at 221.31. In the slalom, JMU's
btal time was 291.17 seconds, well
head of second-place Virginia Tech
17.02), Virginia and Georgetown.

Megan Holier/, placed fifth in both
events for JMU, while Signy Tomcich
came in sixth in the slalom and Karen
Nelson finished sixth in the giant
slalom.
On the men's side, JMU won a close
giant slalom competition with a time
of 185.09 seconds, nipping Georgetown
(185.51) and Virginia (185.58). Kcnton
Berg led JMU's giant slalom finishers
with a second-place time of 60.29
seconds, trailing only Georgetown's
Scott Martin at 59.98.
Steve Salmon finished seventh
(62.18) and Ron Goldberg eighth
(62.62) for JMU.
In the slalom totals, JMU finished
46.68 seconds behind Georgetown. Jeff
Forbes finished third in 81.93 seconds
to lead the squad, followed by Bill
Tomcich (86.01) in ninth place. .__

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU's Chris Gillies will meet Houston's
sixth-seeded Kathy Foxworth In the
national Indoor championships today.

Wrestling
> (Continued from.page 21)

George Washington University, senior
standout Jon Blauvclt suffered a broken
foot that will keep him out for the rest
of the season, so some reshuffling had
to be done to fill that vacancy. Kevin
Gast (126) and Keith Taylor (134) both
were defeated, 14-4 and 9-0 respectively,
in their new roles, putting George
Mason ahead 8-4.
At 142 pounds, John McColgan lost
to Chuck Tolcr 6-2 and the Patriots
extended their lead to 11-4. But the
Dukes rebounded, taking the next four
matches as John Durso (ISO), Pat
Smith (158) and Brian Kurlander (167)
posted wins. G.J. Suchcr's 4-3 upset
over the Patriots' Gary Butler at 180
was the turning point of the match,

according to Bowycr.
"I really wasn't too sure we were
going to win that match. [Suchcr] had
lost to him twice already in the
season," Bowycr said. "(Suchcr] is
starting to get to the point where
Falcone is — he's starling to wrestle to
his capabilities," Bowycr said.
At 190 pounds, JMU's Jeff Messcroll
battled Kirk Voln to a 3-3 tie, setting
up Johnston for the final bout.
"We've got some pretty important
matches coming up. You prepare all
year for the NCAA [Eastern Regional]
and the guys are starting to peak,"
Bowyer said.
This weekend JMU travels to New
Jersey to take on Princeton, Columbia
and Springfield.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
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Manns fifth in East track voting
JMU long jumper D.D. Manns George Mason decathlcte Rob Muzzio,
finished fifth in the recent voting for Seton Hall sprinter Tracy Baskin and
the Eastern collegiate track and field Manns.
athlete of 1987.
Manns, who will finish his JMU
Manns, a native from Bassctt, earned
track
and field career this spring, placed
All-America honors last season. His
fourth
in last season's NCAA Outdoor
best jump of the year, a leap of
Championships
and was the top-ranked
26-feet-7 3/4 inches, stands as the
long
jumper
in
the East for 1987. He
36th-best long jump in the world last
won
both
the
indoor and outdoor
year and one of the top 15 efforts of
Intercollegiate
Association
of Amateur
1987 by all American athletes.
Athletes
of
America
(IC4A)
In the balloting by Eastern Track
championships
last
season
and
came in
Writers, George Mason distance runner
third
in
the
U.S.
Olympic
Sports
Abdi Bile finished first, followed by
Festival.
Pittsburgh sprinter Lee McCray,

.

REC

REPORT

ACTIVITIES ROLLER SKATING — A free
skating night will be held tonight at
Skatetown USA from 7:30-10 p.m.
BASKETBALL — "Hot Shots"
sign-ups will be held in Godwin 213
or in Godwin gym Feb. 8 at 7:30
p.m.
WALLYBALL — The intramural
sign-up meeting tor this sport of
"modified volleyball on a racquetbail
court" will be held Feb. 10 at 5:30
p.m. in Godwin 344 for men's,
women's and co-rec teams.

Pizza Time?

)®i
(upcoming events in JMU iports)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday — UNC-Wilmington
at JMU, 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday — JMU at
UNC-Wilmlngton (Wilmington.
N.C.), 7:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Thursday-Sunday — Chris
Gillies at Intercollegiate Tennis
Coaches Association National
Indoor Championships
(Bloomington, Minn.)

A wallyball officials clinic will be
held Feb. 11 at 5 p.m. in Godwin
205.

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Saturday — JMU. CHy College
of New York. East Stroudsburg at
Temple (Philadelphia). 5:30 p.m.

JOBS —

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
Saturday — JMU at Pennsylvania
(Philadelphia), 2 p.m.

Positions
as
intramural
supervisors, issue room and weight
room attendants, aerobic instructors
and Nautilus weight room
supervisors are available for May
Session, Summer Session and the
1988-89 school year.
Apply
In
Godwin
213
Monday-Friday from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
The application deadline is Feb. 25.

MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
Saturday — JMU at ,VMI Winter
Relays (Lexington), 11 a.m.
'-Sunday — JMU at George Mason
Invitational (Fairfax), 11 a.m.
WOMEN'S TRACK AND
FIELD
Saturday — JMU at Delaware
Invitational (Newark, Del.)

At halftime of the women's
basketball game between JMU and
UNC-Wilmington Saturday night at the
Convocation Center, 20 Dukes' fans
will have the opportunity for free food
on Pizza Hut nighL
Any contestant who sinks a free
throw will win a large pizza, courtesy
of Pizza Hut.
Women Sponsors' night will be held
Monday when the JMU women meet
East Carolina at 7:30 p.m. Area
businesses operated predominately by
women are sponsoring the game and are
providing complimentary tickets.

TAKE CARE
OFYOUR
LUNGS.
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.
AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

Enterprise Travel
'The Travel Leader"

Plan for Spring Break Now!
All Services Free
Convenient to Campus
Lowest Fares Available

785 East Market Stfeet

433-5656

DO YOU THINK WAITING TABLES'
WILL LOOK GOOD ON YOUR RESUME?

i

We have part-time employment opportunities
that will help you develop your marketing and
communications skills.

88c for Installation
and Only 88C for
first month's service!

Be a part of an industry that sold and serviced
over 40 billion dollars in 1986 alone!
•:

434-9979

11 East Gay Street
Harrisonburg, VA

Call Sabrina White

_434-2311_i.

4>
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Dispels gunner's image

Dudley makes versatile contributions
By Dave Washburn
slaff writer

She has been stuck with labels such
as "streak shooter," "blue-collar worker"
or "sixth man" ever since she began
playing basketball. But this season the
best way to describe JMU women's
basketball player Missy Dudley is as
the "complete" player.
Known primarily as a reserve guard
with a deadly jump shot her first two
years, Dudley was moved into the
Dukes' starting rotation this season to
fill the void left by former standout
Betsy Witman.
The results speak for themselves.
Through JMU's first 17 games,
Dudley ranks in the Dukes' top three in
nearly every offensive and defensive
category. She is third in scoring (12.2
points per game), third in rebounding
(5.9 per game), second in blocked shots
(seven) and first in three-point goals
(seven).
Although many opposing scouting
reports overlook these statistics, JMU
head coach Shelia Moorman is well
aware of the impact Dudley has had in
leading the Dukes*) a 15-2 record and a
national ranking of 18th in the latest
Associated Press poll.
"She came into us [out of high
school] and was offensively very
one-dimensional — catch and shoot,"
Moorman said. "Now you can look at
her statistics and, on almost any night,
she has statistics all the way across the
board. She scores, she assists, she
rebounds, she lakes the charge, she gets
the steals, . . . she's got numbers
everywhere."
Although Dudley said several factors
have contributed to her increased
productivity, she admits a conference

my first two years."
One of the most obvious benefits
gained from the change can be found in
Dudley's defense. Although always
noted for her aggressive defensive style,
which frequently sees her jumping into
and over benches and tables to save a
loose ball, the 5-foot-10 Dudley
frequently experienced great difficulty
keeping up with the smaller and quicker
Colonial Athletic Association guards.
"I was big for a 'two-guard,' and
trying to guard a little quick 5-foot-6
girl every night, I got burned a lot,"
Dudley said.
But since taking over the small
forward spot, Dudley has been matched
against players closer to her own
stature, and according to Moorman, that
has played a significant part in helping
her register 34 steals already this
season.
"One of the things we were very
pleasantly surprised with, even as a
freshman, in terms of Missy's game
was on the defensive end of the floor,"
Moorman said. "We found that she had
great anticipation . . . and that she
really got by [the last two seasons]
defending some people that were quicker
than she was by using her size and her
reach.
"Now that she's matched up with
people who are more her size and
physical ability, I think she feels very
comfortable out there."
Dudley also said that the change, plus
a great deal of pride and hard work, has
helped to transform her into a fine
defensive performer.
"I've always been considered as a
shooter, so I guess coming in here
coach Moorman knew I was a shooter
and my defense wasn't really that great,
and that was something I have really

"She came into us [out of high school]
and was offensively very
one-dimensional — catch and shoot.
Now... She's got numbers
everywhere."
—Shelia Moorman
with Moorman early last spring and the
switch to the small forward position as
two of the most important reasons.
"At the end of the season, we have
individual meetings with coach
Moorman and she told me that
[changing from guard to forward] was
probably what I would do. So I came in
more ready to play the small forward
than the guard and I think that definitely
has helped me. I think I'm definitely
having a much better year than I did in

worked on," Dudley said.
"Now I'd like to think of myself as a
very good defensive player. I feel that
anyone can hit a jump shot, but to draw
a charge or make some steals, that takes
a lot more effort and work — and that's
something I really take pride in."
Another area in which Dudley also
has improved vastly is in her
rebounding. After averaging just more
than two rebounds per contest last
season, Dudley has surprised everyone
by becoming a terror on the backboards.

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

Missy Dudley has developed Into a well-rounded player.
more than doubling her output to nearly
six rebounds per game.
"We felt like going into this season
we didn't necessarily have one reboundcr
that was going to get us 14 or 15
boards every night," Moorman said.
"So we just tried to emphasize to
Missy in particular that she had the
physical talent to be a good reboundcr,
and we're very pleased with the way she
has responded."
Dudley's increase in offensive
productivity this year also should not
be taken for granted. Although she was
regarded as a dead-eye shooter with a
special knack for scoring when she
arrived at JMU, Dudley struggled
throughout much of her first two
seasons to find the consistency on her
jump shot that she had enjoyed in high
school.
But Dudley, never one to settle for
being second-best, kept her poise and
that never-die attitude has paid big
dividends for her and the Dukes.
After averaging only 6.7 points per
game during her freshman and
sophomore campaigns, Dudley's
scoring has soared this season to a mark

of 112 ppg. and a field goal percentage
of almost 50 percent
"In my first two years, if I'd miss my
first shot or first couple of shots. I
would just put my head down and take
myself out of it," Dudley said. "But
this year I can do a lot more than just
shoot — so if my shot is off, I'll go in
and rebound or pass the ball so I can
keep myself in the game."
And no one is more aware of how
valuable Dudley's
increased
contributions have been to JMU's
success than Moorman.
.
"It seems like every year, as we get
into the second half of die season, that
[opposing teams] arc more hesitant to
match up with us," Moorman said.
"They're going to go into the game
trying to shut down our inside players
and make us beat them from the
perimeter.
So it's important for us to be able to
shoot over the zone on some nights,
and we know that we can count on
Missy. Even if she misses a couple,
she'll get a streak where she makes two
or three or four in a row, so you just
can't underestimate how important it is
to have that outside shooting ability."

1
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Business 101:
How to
a
classified
-

All you need to do is:
1. Write your classified or personal on a piece of plain paper witl|
your name and phone number at the bottom
2. Follow the directions below for payment and deadlines, SO.

PLACE A CLASSIFIED!
To place yours, fill out the information to the right.
Then mail coupon with payment in campus mail
addressed!©:
TheBreeze
Campus Mail
OR
You can bring the coupon down in person to The Breeze
office located in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
COST: $2 for every 10 word increment
i.e. 1-10 words = $2
11-20 words = $4

CLASSIFIED

etc.

DEADLINES:
Thursday's issues: NOON TUESDAY
Monday's issues: NOON FRIDAY
Please make sure mailed ads are mailed in campus mail
two days before the deadline so we receive them \n time.

NAME
PHONE #
NAME AND PHONE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH CLASSIFIEDS, BUT THE BREEZE
KEEPS ALL SUBMnTERS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

CLASSIFIEDS ACCEPTED ON A PREPAYMENT BASIS ONLY
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presents

Men's Pants
SynchWaSnap-T
SynchiiaHats

'"'

''

^?w» avalU^e

o

Charlottesville:

o

"Newcomb Hall, main desk
"Back Alley Disc
"Disctraxshuns
'Mincer's

Harrison burg:
•Record Corner

° O

O

O

°The Final Winter Markdown is Hergl °

Charto£Sm
*<

O

•Plan 9
Tickets are $15 for non-UVa Students Help provided by Corona

$10.00' of
25% off
$1250 (were $17.50)

Shelled Polar Plus Jackets
Polar Plus Jackets
All Men's & Women's Shirts
All Sweaters, Down Vests ft
Winter Parkas
All Women's Pants
'Chock out our Vuamot Solocflon

$49.95
$39.95
25% off
40% off

O
O

O
50% off

434-7234

188 S. Mason Street

urn

( TO LAST ISSUE'S )

V

A0TRIVU

J

and

L.Lynn Courts
Michelle Decchiolla
Cosette Livas
Leann Smith
Donald Zerbian
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present

You've Gome a Long
Way, Baby...
OR Have You?
Not if You Are Still
Plucking, Tweezing or
Shaving.
BE FOREVER FREE
WITH ELECTROLYSIS
Winter is the Time to Try
Leg Waxing!

NEW REFLECTIONS
Judy Huffman. Area's Only
Certified Electrologist &
Waxing Specialist

433-6270

AD TRIVIA
Q. Find the display coupon in The Breeze
that offers personalized valentine gifts.
And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN
»

%

! A.
!

Name

-

Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win.
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid ID. to win.

V***** **********)

r**************************************.
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VIEWPOINT
Parking
question
•

JMU'S PROPOSED PARKING deck fell by
the wayside this week, a victim of the
give-and-take process used to decide
Governor Gerald Baliles' 1988-90 budget that
currently sits before the Virginia General
Assembly.
The parking deck was scrapped because the
governor wanted to place a user fee on the $3.5
million project to help fund the building costs.
University officials balked at that idea.
JMU wanted to use general student fees to
pay for the project, but the state felt that was
unfair to non-users. The impasse destroyed one
of the most realistic and feasible solutions to the
JMU parking problem, and cost the university
700-750 much-needed spaces in the process.
JMU now must wait for solutions to the parking
problem—again. The university has hired a traffic
consultant to study campus traffic patterns and
suggest ways to improve the parking situation.
The university should have gone through this
process long ago. University growth is always
accompanied with problems like parking, and for
whatever reason, be it manpower, planning or
unexpected growth, JMU did not see that.
THE STUDY IS a good idea, but JMU
should start listening to those caught in
the middje of the parking mess—the
faculty and students. Some of the best
suggestions are coming from those within the
university.
JMU should use some of those suggestions
as temporary parking solutions until the
consultant has finished his study.
As a letter in today's Reader's Forum
suggests, the Convocation Center should be
opened as a parking lot with shuttle service to
and from campus. This keeps cars somewhat off
campus, while providing convenient
transportation to other areas of the university.
The university also has some good
suggestions like expanding A- and Z-lots, while
angling spaces to better utilize the space it
already has.- These are obvious solutions that
can be implemented quickly without any
consultant to determine their worth or feasibility.
As Linwood Rose, vice president for
administration and finance, put it, "We are just as
convinced as ever that we need to expand
parking. There's no disagreement about that."
The disagreement comes when officials
decide how and where to expand parking. And
for too long now, ill-fated promises and
behind-the-times studies have raised more
questions in a situation that calls for more
answers.
The above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88
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Robertson's ideology taking
a 'back seat' to '80s politics
Virginia Beach locals should be grateful to Marion
"Pat" Robertson. Two years ago, he succeeded in
chasing a hurricane away from that resort city, and
though he has yet to tout this accomplishment in
public, most of his supporters think this would be a
dandy reason to have him in the White House.
Robertson won't win of course. Miracles and
mass-busing aside, he is tainted with a rural
yahooism inherent in most television evangelism and
is cursed with some of the highest negative ratings in
the country.
While many such feelings are based on a stereotype
reinforced by Robertson's peers in the ministry, are
they, in fact, a clear picture of the man?
Does the Christian Broadcasting Network whlc!
Robertson founded, tow his ideological lino?
It's tough to escape channel 27 (CBN). U j
addicted to Leave it to Beaver or Father Knows Best
or any other white bread, perfect-world programming
then just flip the old dial to UHF.
Every once in a while, I do indeed find myself
caught between the end of a Star Trek episode and the ,
beginning of The 700 Club, CBN's flagship
program,.
Usually, there's nothing else on, so I sit back, pop
open a can of Coke and watch this incredible display
of freshly scrubbed, pressed people in Lawrence Welk
hand-me-downs sing in falsetto.
Then I see this guy walk on the set. He's obviously
a Christian and tight with God. Seems he either A)
did or sold untold numbers of illegal substances
before, being saved B) got wild with a bunch Of
sorority girls before being saved or C) ran a

white-slavery ring in Calcutta.
Anyway, he's saved, and the audience loves him.
The odd thing is that the worst his past seems to be,
the more the audience applauds. There's a reason for
this—because he's saved of course. But is this guy
getting paid to talk about how bad he's been?
Next Ben Kinchlow (Now with PTL) turns somber.
He faces the camera, and the discussion turns to
Satan. The Satan segments of The 700 Club do not

ON LINE
Morgan Ashton
. .w.u>ve around Satan, just around Satanic
influences. Past influences include all music with a
beat faster than the theme of Little House on the
Prairie and a loose coalition of Eastern religions and
Indian mysticism dubbed New Age.
It's safe to say that the common perception of New
Age, outside of New Age circles, is that of a few
1960s stragglers, a handful of movie stars and con
men holding hands under a full moon chanting
something for world peace.
Is that what you thought? Don't worry I was wrong
too.
According to a CBN news team, crack journalists
that they are. New Age is the vanguard of a Satanic
offensive. (Who do you suppose they used as a

See ROBERTSON page 31 >
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Reaganomics viewed differently
To the editor:
In your lead editorial of Jan. 28,1988 it is stated
that "first on the list" of actions against the
"general well being of people" by President Reagan
was his veto of trade bills. It could be argued that
this is first on the list of his actions that defend the
"general well being of people," whatever else may
or may not be on such a list It is well established
that protectionism costs the public at large much
more in the form of higher prices than is gained in
income by those working in the "protected"
industries.
In fact protectionism may be the single greatest
threat facing both the U.S. and the world
economies at the present time. A little history is
in order here. In 1929 there was a stock market
crash. German imports were successfully

To the editor:

competing is some U.S. markets. In 1930, as the
U.S. economy began to decline. Congress passed
the Smoot-Hawlcy tariff, the most protectionist act
in U.S. history. It was declared that this was done
in order to "protect American jobs." In response
other nations retaliated with their own trade
barriers. International trade sharply declined and the
world economy went into the Great Depression. In
1933 the U.S. had a 25 percent unemployment rate
and Adolf Hitler was elected Chancellor of
Germany. So much for saving jobs and providing
for the "general well being of the people."

J. Barkley Rosser, Jr.
Associate Professor of Economics
8 other signatures
_

Books come first at JMU—or do they?
To the editor:
It's been a tough week for the JMU athletic
department First, coach Thurston resigns under
mounting pressure due to the team's poor record and
questions of academic integrity, then two football
players are convicted of stealing backpacks. Not the
sort of behavior expected at the finest you-know-what
in the country, is it?
Coach Thurston was certainly correct in suspending
Claude Ferdinand for unacceptable grades. However,
demands from the fans and administration to improve
the record forced him to reinstate Ferdinand, with the
hopes of winning a few more games, saving his job,
and yes, continuing to feed his kids. We at JMU say
the books come first, but a coach better just win,
baby, or they're out the Convo door before you carfv
say, "I forgot when registration was, coach."
Yet, not all of the blame should fall on an
overbearing administration, because Ferdinand, and all
athletes, bear a responsibility to their leader. They
know where the library is, and when classes are
scheduled; Thurston came here to coach, not baby-sit
As for our bag-snatching footballers, Mr. Christian

and Mr. Mitchell, well done boys. Just as your team
is gaining a little student support, you two feel a
sudden craving for extra pens and reading material.
Bookstore closed that night? And of Coach Purzycki,
who thought the university would handle this matter
in lieu of criminal charges being filed, I ask, what
were we going to do, have Bobby and Kenny clap
erasers after school? You see coach, while I'm sure
stealing book bags is a fine bctween-practice
relaxation technique, it is also illegal.
But let's not blow recent events out of proportion.
These are really minor problems, easily remedied if
our athletic department heeds some advice; athletes,
mind your studies and represent this institution well
at all times; coaches, watch what you say about our
painfully loyal fans; and everyone, win the vast
majority of your games or you're oulta here faster
than a speeding CAA Coach of the Year.

We would like to suggest a plan to draw in a
quality basketball coach, a coach who can make JMU
the "UCLA of the east coast," Lefty Dricscll. To get
Lefty, we the students simply need to add $10 to our
yearly tuition. This money, $5 a semester, would be
applied directly to Lefty's salary. $10 is a small price
to build a winning program. Consider the $10 a
payment to the Electric Zoo's power bill.
JMU is a quality school and we need a quality
basketball coach. Aren't you tired of hearing about
"little James Madison College?" We're a big:time
school and we need a big-time program. Your $10
could be applied to a parking deck, but how will that

<■*.

The Contemporary Music Festival was hosted by
the JMU music department Jan. 24 through Jan. 27.
Both the caliber of guests presented and the festival
were excellent, however the behavior of some JMU
students was deplorable.
Monday night at 8:00 p.m., David Burge, one of
the foremost performing artists of the twentieth
century, gave a piano recital in Wilson Hall. During
the performance, there were students who laughed,
made loud noises, and entered and left the concert hall
in the middle of the many pieces that were played.
This type of behavior is completely inexcusable. Not
only is it blatantly rude to the performer and other
members of the audience, but it is distracting and can
severely take away from the effect of the music being
played.
It is amazing to me that some people have
absolutely no idea of what concert etiquette is, and
what's more, have a total lack of common courtesy. I
am aware of the fact that a large portion of the
audience consisted of students who were required to be
there, and had absolutely no interest in the music
being performed. There were also people attending
that could not stay to hear the entire recital. Neither
of these arc excuses for the behavior exhibited.
It is not acceptable to leave the concert hall in the
middle of a piece—if you arc not sure that you can
stay for the whole piece, then leave before it
begins—and if you don't like the piece, then be
courteous to the rest of the audience and keep quiet
until the piece is over when you are free to leave. If
you cannot take a performance seriously, or at least
control yourself so that others can enjoy it then you
have no business being at the recital in the first
place.
I hope the music department continues to bring
excellent programs to JMU. By the same token I
hope that all JMU students will improve the way
they show their appreciation by behaving in a way
that is acceptable.

Lisa Rogers
sophomore
music

Scott Turnbaugh

senior
marketing

Lefty and JMU: a perfect combination
To the editor:

Students' behavior
showed no courtesy

give JMU national recognition? For example,
Towson State has a parking deck, ever heard of them?
Docs anyone know where they are?
Lefty is working as an announcer on the Jefferson
Pilot Network. Anyone who has watched Lefty would
be willing, gladly to donate money to the Lefty fund.
Lefty needs a coaching job, we need a coach, what a
perfect combination.
If you agree, let "Uncle Ron" know. His number
is in the book.

Robert Heller '
junior
sports management

Kevin Lammers
senior
history

Money appreciated
To the editor:
I would like to thank Alpha Chi Rho and the
students at JMU for their generous contribution
to our local American Red Cross chapter. The
money given will be used for Disaster Services
in giving assistance with food, lodging, or
clothing to families who have had losses due to
fire or flood. Your kindness is greatly
appreciated.

Diana Kiser
Director Harrisonburg Chapter
American Red Cross
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Spring Semester Programs
Counseling & Student Development Center
200 Alumnae Hdl -- X6552
-Eating Disorders Treatment Program
-Study Skills and Learning Assessment
-The Career Decisions Program
-Personal Counseling
-Alcohol Support Group
-Alternate Lifestyles
-Outreach Programs

Walk-In Time: 3-5 p.m. Monday - Thursday
No Appointment Needed
For information about these and our other services,
please call or visit the center.

Need Financial Aid??

/I

NOW Is The Time To Apply For Financial Aid For 1988-89
Students seeking assistance and/or employment (except Food Service, Residence Halls
and Security) should obtain applications NOW trom the Financial Aid Office in Hoffman Hall.!
FAF's should be mailed to Princeton, N.J. NO LATER than the second week of February.
To All Guarenteed Student Loan Applicants:
If you will be applying for a Guarenteed Student Loan at any time during the 1988-89 academic)
year, federal regulations require you to file a Financial Aid Form with the College Scholarship
Service in Princeton, N.J.
DEADLINE; MARCH 18,1988
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Parking still a problem on growing campus
Higher ticket prices not the answer to dilemma
To the editor:
The Breeze is the only place Tor students to voice
their outrage, so I am going to be one more of many
to do so. My problem, along with so many others, is
the parking situation on campus. It has been talked
about for so long now that it should no longer just
be talk. The negative aspects of parking have been
debated time and again. We know it is a problem.
However, whoever decided to raise ticket prices as a
solution to the problem picked the wrong solution.
I To most college students five or ten dollars is a
sufficient amount of money to make them think
twice, and twenty to thirty dollars is outrageous.
What is being done illegally is as small as parking
[against a curb when there are no other parking spaces
[available. If there were sufficient parking spaces this
Iwould not have to be done. The solution should not
have been to hike the ticket prices, since that was not

obertson
(Continued from page 28)
>urce?)

You can see the effect this is having on the
kudience, because just about the time I've finished my
poke and started reaching for a beer, a few of the
pudiencc members have turned green.
It isn't until Kinchlow and the gang, which now
neludcs Robertson's son, join hands and close their
fcyes, that the color begins to return to their faces.
"Jesus..." Well, you know the resL
In one memorable program a guest condemned
iloween as a paganistic ritual and debated whether
not to send 10-year-old Suzie out in Wonder

the problem, but to solve the problem—the parking.
Now, there is only one more thing I would like to
know besides why ticket prices were raised instead of
the parking being solved. With the first ticket in a
year costing ten dollars, the second fifteen dollars, the
third twenty dollars and on to the fifth and sixth
costing thirty dollars, by the sixth ticket one hundred
and thirty dollars has been spent Even if not many
people get to the sixth ticket the first few add up. To
whoever is in control of collecting the funds received
from parking tickets I would like to ask a question.
What is being done with the incredible amount of
money that must be being made on these tickets? A
reply would be appreciated.

Convocation suggested
To the editor:
I'm really confused. In the fall of my freshman
year, I remember hearing "Convocation parking"
mumbled. It seemed a simple enough solution: have
faculty and commuters park out there with a shuttle
bus running every IS minutes or so from 7:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. After this time, all night—faculty or
commuters students park in the old commuter lot
This way, the only cost incurred is the bus driver.
No lights need to be installed since no one will park
there at night, and the $3.5 million could instead go
toward our library resources or finishing that building
on the quad.

•-.•■
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Carmen Coffman
junior
accounting
Woman costume.
Robertson is trying to distance himself from this
kind of thinking by playing up the business angle of
his resume. He gets irked when a paper like The New
York Times peeks through past episodes of The 700
Club to discover his stance on certain issues.
But God knows, Robertson won't tell you himself.
No one is going to elect a nut to the White House
who won't let his kids go trick or treating, and he
knows it.
In the Robertson campaign, faith and personal
integrity take a back scat to politics.
Who knows, maybe he would make a good
president

Danielle McWiiiiams
senior
English/communications

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

n
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Hunters Ridge, Phase IV is now available for sale or lease. This will
be our LAST PHASE of Hunters Ridge, which will consist of four bedroom
units and our new and exciting five bedroom units that are guaranteed to go
fast. Stop by the office and pick up some information or bring your parents
to take a look at the finest student housing community for JMU students.
Developed by DMI Corp.
1111 Old Colony Lane
Williamsburg, VA 23185
1-800-234-1364

Sales Office
Rental Office
434-5150
Hours: 10am-5pm
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Ask about our special party rates
We also offer 12" subs!
Roast beef & cheese-Italian-Meatball-Ham & cheese

Fast FREE Delivery

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

433-3776
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425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
Sorry, no personal checks accepted.
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